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Abstract

Reasoning about functions that operate over algebraic data types is an important

problem for a large variety of applications. One application of particular interest is net-

work applications that manipulate or reason about complex message structures, such

as XML messages. In this dissertation, we present a decision procedure for reasoning

about algebraic data types using abstractions that are provided by catamorphisms: fold

functions that map instances of algebraic data types into values in a decidable domain.

We show that the procedure is sound and complete for a class of monotonic catamor-

phisms. Our work extends a previous decision procedure that unrolls catamorphism

functions until a solution is found.

We propose the categories of monotonic catamorphisms and associative-commutative

catamorphisms, which we argue provide a better formal foundation than previous cate-

gorizations of catamorphisms. We use monotonic catamorphisms to address an incom-

pleteness in the previous unrolling algorithm (and associated proof), and then use these

notions to address two open problems from previous work: (1) we provide a bound on

the number of unrollings necessary for completeness, showing that it is exponentially

small with respect to formula size for associative-commutative catamorphisms, and (2)

we demonstrate that associative-commutative catamorphisms can be combined within

a formula whilst preserving completeness. Our combination results extend the set of

problems that can be reasoned about using the catamorphism-based approach.

In addition, we generalize certain kinds of catamorphism functions to support addi-

tional parameters. This extension, called parameterized associative-commutative cata-

morphisms subsumes the associative-commutative class, widens the set of functions that

are known to be decidable, and makes several practically important functions (such as

iv



forall, exists, and member) over elements of algebraic data types straightforward to

express.

We also describe an implementation of the approach, called RADA, which accepts

formulas in an extended version of the SMT-Lib2 syntax. The procedure is quite general

and is central to the reasoning infrastructure for Guardol, a domain-specific language

for reasoning about network guards.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software plays an important role in our lives, but the more complex software systems

are, the more difficult it is to ensure correctness. According to a study by the U.S.

Department of Commerce National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in

2002, software errors cost the U.S. economy an estimated $59.5 billion annually. Not

only are these errors costly to fix, but software failures can even lead to loss of life, as

in, for example, the Therac-25 radiation therapy machines, which massively overdosed

six people because of software errors. Therefore, ensuring the correctness of software

programs is vital.

Among methods to ensure software quality, testing and formal verification are the

most prominent ones. The goal of testing is to reduce the frequency of failures by running

a program under test with a set of test cases to gain some confidence that the program

does not have defects. While easy to carry out and extremely popular in practice,

software testing cannot guarantee that the program is error-free. Formal verification,

on the other hand, aims to prove that the program has no defects. Therefore, formal

verification is used to provide a rigorous guarantee of quality of critical systems. It

can improve the quality of specifications and can be used in automatic test generation.

1
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Nevertheless, formal verification cannot replace testing entirely - some testing will always

be required to ensure that the software behaves as intended. While powerful and useful,

formal verification is difficult to use and understand, and it is not always feasible to

apply formal verification in verifying software systems.

There have been a number of formal verification techniques for determining program

correctness proposed in the literature. Broadly speaking, we can categorize them into

five main branches: refinement, Hoare logic, symbolic execution, induction, and next-

state relation styles. The styles are not mutually exclusive since a verification technique

can belong to multiple styles.

• Refinement gradually transforms a specification into a program through a series

of correctness-preserving transformations. These transformations can be proved

correct using a variety of different analysis techniques (e.g., the B-method [4] and

Event-B [5]).

• Hoare logic [6] views a program as a predicate transformer that describes how a

formula is transformed by the execution of a program. Starting from the post-

condition of a function, it is possible to determine a precondition for the function

that will satisfy the postcondition, given a set of loop invariants. Some examples

of verifiers in this category include Dafny [7], JML tools [8], ESC/Java [9], and

Microsoft Spec# [10].

• Symbolic execution [11] performs a symbolic path exploration of a program. It

builds a formula characterizing the current path; A satisfying assignment to the

variables in the formula describes the concrete values necessary for a program to

execute this path. Symbolic execution has been used in numerous tools, e.g., Java

PathFinder [12], a model checker for Java. The technique is also used in test case

generators Pex [13] (for .NET), KLEE [14] (for C), and KLOVER [15] (for C++).
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• Induction is a popular technique for reasoning about functional programming lan-

guages. In this approach, specifications are proved over recursive programs and

data structures by defining an induction over a well-founded set, such as the nat-

ural numbers or the size of an algebraic data structure. The proof proceeds by

demonstrating the specification on the base case and proving the recursive case by

assuming the specification (the inductive hypothesis) over a “smaller” argument

in the set. Practical theorem provers/program verifiers have been built to support

inductive invariants (e.g. [16, 17, 18, 7]).

• Next-state relation systems reason about the set of next states from a current

state. The technique is used in model checking [19, 20, 21, 22] to determine

if a model of a system satisfies its specification by exhaustively examining all

possible states of the system. If the model checking algorithm finds a state that

violates a correctness property, it returns a counterexample to demonstrate an

execution trace that leads to the violation. Model checking faces a state explosion

problem, which can be handled by binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [23], partial

order reduction [24], predicate abstraction [25], and bounded model checking [26].

Another approach is to use SAT/SMT encodings as in, for example, interpolation

[27], PDR [28], and k-induction [29, 30].

One of the common ways to verify software programs today is to (1) transform the

programs into verification conditions using some techniques such as refinements, Hoare

logic, and induction, and then (2) discharge the verification conditions using analysis

tools. The tools that generate verification conditions are called verification condition

generators. Boogie [31] and Why3 [32] are two of the most powerful verification condition

generators. A number of well-known verification systems have been constructed based

on the verification condition generators, including Dafny [7], Chalice [33], Spec # [10],
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HAVOC [34], VCC [35], and Krakatoa [36].

To discharge the verification conditions, we can use analysis tools such as theorem

provers (e.g., HOL [37, 38], Coq [39]), which are powerful but require substantial expert

knowledge, or satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers, which are, on the other hand,

fully automated and therefore preferred in industrial settings. In the last decade, SMT

has become one of the most powerful techniques for verification. In general, an SMT

solver is the combination of a SAT solver (i.e., a solver that, given a boolean formula,

can return an assignment to the variables in the formula to make it evaluate to true or

can conclude that such assignment does not exist) and other domain-specific theories

(e.g., the theory of uninterpreted functions and the theory of recursive data types).

SMT solvers can determine whether a formula is satisfiable or not and can return a

model (counterexample) in case the formula is satisfiable. Notably, SMT solvers are

usually not only expressive but also very efficient; in addition, a number of high quality

SMT solvers have been built [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48], thanks to the DPLL(T )

algorithm proposed by Ganzinger et al. [49], a standard SMT-Lib2 format proposed by

Barrett et al. [50], and the annual competition SMT-COMP [51].

The expressive power and scalability of SMT solvers are determined by the decision

procedures [1, 52] embedded in them. A decision procedure is a theory-specific algorithm

that, given a formula in the theory, can answer whether the formula is satisfiable or

not. During the last few years, some notable advances have been made in the field of

decision procedures. The objective of this dissertation is to propose a decision procedure

for algebraic data types with abstractions that can be used to reason about recursive

programs using SMT-based verification approaches.
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1.1 Dissertation Motivation

Decision procedures have been a fertile area of research in recent years, with several

advances in the breadth of theories that can be decided and the speed with which

substantial problems can be solved. When coupled with SMT solvers, these procedures

can be combined and used to solve complex formulas relevant to software and hardware

verification. An important stream of research has focused on decision procedures for

algebraic data types. Algebraic data types are important for a wide variety of problems:

they provide a natural representation for tree-like structures such as abstract syntax

trees and XML documents; in addition, they are the fundamental representation of

recursive data for functional programming languages.

Algebraic data types provide a significant challenge for decision procedures since they

are recursive and usually unbounded in size. Early approaches focused on equalities and

disequalities over the structure of elements of data types [53, 54]. While important, these

structural properties are often not expressive enough to describe interesting properties

involving the data stored in the data type. Instead, we often are interested in making

statements both about the structure and contents of data within a data type. For

example, one might want to express that all integers stored within a tree are positive

or that the set of elements in a list does not contain a particular value.

Suter et al. described a parametric decision procedure for reasoning about algebraic

data types using catamorphism (fold) functions [2]. In the procedure, catamorphisms

describe the abstract views of the data type that can then be reasoned about in formulas.

For example, suppose that we have a binary tree data type with functions to add and

remove elements from the tree, as well as check whether an element was stored in the

tree. Given a catamorphism setOf that computes the set of elements stored in the tree,
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we could describe a specification for an ‘add’ function as:

setOf
(
add(e, t)

)
= {e} ∪ setOf(t)

where setOf can be defined in an ML-like language as:

fun setOf t = case t of Leaf ⇒ ∅ |

Node(l, e, r)⇒ setOf(l) ∪ {e} ∪ setOf(r)

Formulas of this sort can be decided by a variant1 of the algorithm in [2]. In fact, the

decision procedure in [2] allows a wide range of problems to be addressed, because it is

parametric in several dimensions: (1) the structure of the data type, (2) the elements

stored in the data type, (3) the collection type that is the codomain of the catamorphism,

and (4) the behavior of the catamorphism itself. Thus, it is possible to solve a variety

of interesting problems, including:

• reasoning about the contents of XML messages,

• determining correctness of functional implementations of data types, including

queues, maps, binary trees, and red-black trees,

• reasoning about structure-manipulating functions for data types, such as sort and

reverse,

• computing bound variables in abstract syntax trees to support reasoning over

operational semantics and type systems, and

• reasoning about simplifications and transformations of propositional logic.

1The algorithm in [2] is in fact incomplete for inequalities over finite sets and for non-structural
inequalities. We discuss this issue in detail in Section 2.3.2.
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The first class of problems is especially important for guards, devices that mediate

information sharing between security domains according to a specified policy. Typical

guard operations include reading field values in a packet, changing fields in a packet,

transforming a packet by adding new fields, dropping fields from a packet, construct-

ing audit messages, and removing a packet from a stream. We have built automated

reasoning tools (described in [3]) based on the decision procedure to support reasoning

over guard applications.

Example 1.1. Suppose we have a catamorphism remDirtyWords that removes from

an XML message m all the words that are in a given blacklist. In addition, suppose

we want to verify the following idempotent property of the catamorphism: the result

obtained after applying the catamorphism to a message twice is the same as the result

obtained after applying the catamorphism to the message only once. We can write this

property as a formula that can be decided by the decision procedure in [2] as follows:

remDirtyWords(m) = remDirtyWords
(
remDirtyWords(m)

)
We can also use the decision procedure [2] to verify some properties of recursively-

defined data structures. For example, suppose we have a red-black tree t and we want

to verify that after inserting an element e to the red-black tree, the new tree is still

balanced and e must be in the new tree. Given a catamorphism isBalanced that maps

a tree to true if it is balanced, the property can be formalized as follows:

t′ = add(e, t)⇒ isBalanced(t′) ∧ e ∈ setOf(t′)

which can also be effectively handled by the decision procedure in [2]. M

The procedure [2] was proved sound for all catamorphisms and complete for a class
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of catamorphisms called sufficiently surjective catamorphisms, which we will describe

in more detail in Section 3.1. Unfortunately, the algorithm in [2] was quite expensive to

compute and required a specialized predicate called Mp to be defined separately for each

catamorphism and proved correct w.r.t. the catamorphism using either a hand-proof or

a theorem prover.

In [55], a generalized algorithm for the decision procedure was proposed, based on

unrolling the catamorphism. This algorithm had three significant advantages over the

algorithm in [2]: it was much less expensive to compute, it did not require the definition

of Mp, and it was claimed to be complete for all sufficiently surjective catamorphisms.

Unfortunately, the algorithm in [55] is in fact not complete for all sufficiently surjective

catamorphisms.

In this dissertation, we propose an unrolling-based decision procedure to remove

this incompleteness. We then address two open problems with the previous work [55]:

(1) how many catamorphism unrollings are required in order to prove properties us-

ing the decision procedure? and (2) when is it possible to combine catamorphisms

within a formula in a complete way? To address these issues, we introduce two fur-

ther notions: monotonic catamorphisms, which describe an alternative formulation to

the notion of sufficiently surjective catamorphisms for describing completeness, and

associative-commutative (AC) catamorphisms, which can be combined within a formula

while preserving completeness results. In addition, these catamorphisms have the prop-

erty that they require a very small number of unrollings. This behavior explains some

of the empirical success in applying catamorphism-based approaches on interesting ex-

amples from previous papers [55, 3].

In addition, we propose parameterized associative-commutative (PAC) catamor-

phisms, a generalized version of associative-commutative (AC) catamorphisms. PAC
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catamorphisms have all the powerful features of AC catamorphisms: they are combin-

able and guarantee an exponentially small number of unrollings for our unrolling-based

decision procedure. Furthermore, PAC catamorphisms are more general, computation-

ally cheaper to reason about, and more expressive than AC ones.

We has implemented the decision procedure in an open-source tool called RADA

(reasoning about algebraic data types), which has been used as a back-end verification

tool in the Guardol system [3]. The successful uses of RADA in the Guardol project

demonstrate that RADA not only could serve as a good research prototype tool but

also holds great promise for being used in other real world applications.

1.2 Contributions

This dissertation has the following contributions:

• We provide a more useful mathematical foundation for describing a class of decid-

able catamorphisms, called monotonic catamorphisms. In addition, we propose

an unrolling-based decision procedure for algebraic data types using monotonic

catamorphisms and formally prove the completeness of the decision procedure.

• We define an important sub-class of monotonic catamorphisms called associative-

commutative (AC) catamorphisms and demonstrate that an arbitrary number of

these catamorphisms can be combined in a formula while preserving decidability.

Another nice property of AC catamorphisms is that determining whether a cata-

morphism function is AC can be straightforwardly checked by an SMT solver, so

we call these catamorphisms detectable. Finally, AC catamorphisms are guaran-

teed to require a small number of unrollings to solve.

• We generalize the syntax of catamorphisms to support additional parameters with
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a class of catamorphisms called parameterized associative-commutative (PAC)

catamorphisms, which allows parameters while preserving the good properties

of AC catamorphisms.

• We describe an implementation of the approach, called RADA, which accepts

formulas in an extended version of the SMT-Lib2 syntax [50], and demonstrate it

on a range of examples.

Our long-range goal is to build a framework for automated reasoning about re-

cursive programs and data structures that can be used to verify the correctness of

industrial-scale software systems. While the proposed research might not completely

be able to verify all different types of complex, real-world recursive programs, it does

represent a step forward by enabling a wide range of non-trivial recursive programs and

properties to be successfully and automatically verified when coupled with state-of-the-

art theorem provers or SMT solvers.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents some re-

lated work that is closest to ours. In Chapter 3, we present the unrolling-based decision

procedure and the idea of monotonic catamorphisms. Chapter 4 presents AC catamor-

phisms. Chapter 5 presents PAC catamorphisms. Experimental results for our approach

are shown in Chapter 6. Finally, we conclude this dissertation in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Related Work

The most relevant work related to the research outlined in this dissertation fall in three

broad categories: verification condition generation, verification tools for algebraic data

types, and decision procedures for algebraic data types.

2.1 Verification Condition Generation

As discussed in Chapter 1, our work is related to the decision procedures used in SMT

solvers. Therefore, our work relies on verification condition generators to create appro-

priate verification conditions that can be solved by our logic.

Verification condition generators are tools that create verification conditions (mathe-

matical logic formulas) from program’s source code such that the validity of the formulas

implies the correctness of the program. In other words, if we can verify that the verifica-

tion conditions are valid, we can conclude that the program is correct; otherwise, there

must be some errors in the program. The most popular verification condition generators

are Boogie [31] and Why3 [32], which have been used in several powerful verification

systems, including Dafny [7], Chalice [33], Spec # [10], HAVOC [34] (for C), VCC [35]

11
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(for C), and Krakatoa [36] (for Java).

How do verification condition generators work? Our goal is to turn a program into

a logical formula that reflects the correctness of the program. In addition to the source

code of the program, we also need the specification of what the program is supposed

to do; in particular, we need preconditions and postconditions. Given a program S, a

precondition P describes what we can assume prior to the execution of the program,

and a postcondition Q describes what must hold after the program terminates. The

triple

{P} S {Q}

is known as the Hoare triple. Given the triple, we want to produce a logical formula

called verification condition, which implies that if precondition P holds, every terminat-

ing execution of S establishes postcondition Q. To compute the verification condition,

we generate a weakest precondition1 wp(S,Q) of S with respect to Q such that wp(S,Q)

ensures Q. As a result, if the actual precondition P implies the newly generated pre-

condition wp(S,Q), the program S must be correct. In other words, the verification

condition for the program S is

P ⇒ wp(S,Q)

After the verification condition has been generated, it is passed to an automated theorem

prover or SMT solver, which can then formally prove its correctness.

Example 2.1 (Verification condition generation). Consider the following Hoare triple

1Regarding how weakest preconditions are generated, the reader is referred to [56].
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(taken from the book by Kundu et al. [57]):

{true}

a := x;

if a < 0 then a := −a else skip;

if z > 0 then z := z − 1 else skip;

{a ≥ 0}

The piece of code stores the absolute value of x in a. It also decreases the value of z by

1 if z is positive. The postcondition states that the value of a (i.e., the absolute value

of x) must be non-negative regardless of what the original values of x and z are. The

weakest precondition2 in this case is:

(
x < 0 ⇒

(
(z > 0⇒ −x ≥ 0) ∧

(
¬(z > 0)⇒ −x ≥ 0

)))
∧(

¬(x < 0) ⇒
(

(z > 0⇒ x ≥ 0) ∧
(
¬(z > 0)⇒ x ≥ 0

)))

As a result, the verification condition is:

true⇒


(
x < 0 ⇒

(
(z > 0⇒ −x ≥ 0) ∧

(
¬(z > 0)⇒ −x ≥ 0

)))
∧(

¬(x < 0) ⇒
(

(z > 0⇒ x ≥ 0) ∧
(
¬(z > 0)⇒ x ≥ 0

)))


which can be easily proved to be valid by a theorem prover or an SMT solver. M

Verification condition generation in Guardol. We briefly discuss how verifica-

tion conditions are generated for Guardol [3], a verification system for guards in which

our work has been used as one of its back-end systems. First, a Guardol program is

mapped into a formal AST in HOL4 [38], where the operational semantics of Guardol

2For the details of how this weakest precondition was computed, the reader is referred to [57].
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are encoded. One can reason directly in HOL4 about programs using the operational

semantics; unfortunately, such an approach has limited applicability, requiring expertise

in the use of a higher order logic theorem prover. Instead, we would like to make use

of the high automation offered by SMT systems. An obstacle: current SMT systems do

not understand operational semantics.3 We surmount the problem in two steps. First,

decompilation into logic [58] is used to deductively map properties of a program in an

operational semantics to analogous properties over a mathematical function equivalent

to the original program. Next, our decision procedure is used to reason about verifica-

tion conditions involving algebraic data types generated from the previous step. This

procedure necessarily has syntactic limitations, but it is able to handle a wide variety

of interesting programs and their properties fully automatically.

2.2 Verification Tools for Algebraic Data Types

We introduce in this dissertation a new verification tool called RADA to reason about

algebraic data types with catamorphisms. RADA is described in detail in Chapter 6 and

the algorithms behind it are presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Besides RADA, there are

some tools that support catamorphisms (as well as other functions) over algebraic data

types. For example, Isabelle [59], PVS [60], and ACL2 [16] provide efficient support

for both inductive reasoning and evaluation. Although very powerful and expressive,

these tools usually need manual assistance and require substantial expert knowledge to

construct a proof. On the contrary, RADA is fully automated and accepts input written

in the popular SMT-Lib 2.0 format [50]; therefore, we believe that RADA is more suited

for non-expert users.

In addition, there are a number of other tools built on top of SMT solvers that have

3Reasons for this state of affairs: there is not one operational semantics because each programming
language has a different semantics; moreover, the decision problem for such theories is undecidable.
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support for data types. One of such tools is Dafny [7], which supports many imperative

and object-oriented features; hence, Dafny can solve many verification problems that

RADA cannot. On the other hand, Dafny does not have explicit support for catamor-

phisms, so for many problems it requires significantly more annotations than RADA.

For example, RADA can, without any annotations other than the specification of cor-

rectness, demonstrate the correctness of insertion and deletion for red-black trees. From

examining proofs of similarly complex data structures (such as the PriorityQueue) pro-

vided in the Dafny distribution, it is likely that these proofs would require significant

annotations in Dafny.

Our work was inspired by the Leon system [61], which uses an unrolling-based semi-

decision procedure to reason about catamorphisms [55]. While Leon uses Scala input,

RADA offers a more neutral input format, which is a superset of SMT-Lib 2.0. In

addition, Leon specifically uses Z3 [40] as its underlying SMT solver, whereas RADA

is solver-independent: it currently supports both Z3 and CVC4. In fact, RADA can

support any SMT solvers that use SMT-Lib 2.0 and that have supports for algebraic data

types and uninterpreted functions. In addition, RADA guarantees the completeness of

the results even when the input formulas have multiple catamorphisms with or without

parameters for certain classes of catamorphisms such as PAC catamorphisms (presented

in Chapter 5); in this situation, it is unknown whether the decision procedure [55]

used in Leon can ensure the completeness or not because the authors [55] only claimed

the completeness of the procedure when there is only one type of catamorphism in

the input formulas and there are not any additional parameters to be defined within

catamorphisms except the algebraic data types.
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2.3 Decision Procedures

2.3.1 Basic Concepts

We define some basic concepts of decision procedures that are frequently used in this

dissertation. For further introductory discussions, the interested reader is referred to

the books [1, 52].

Definition 2.1 (Satisfiability and Validity). A formula is satisfiable if there exists an

assignment of its variables to make the formula evaluate to true. A formula is valid if

it is true with all assignments of its variables.

Definition 2.2 (Decision problem). The decision problem is that given a formula φ,

decide whether φ is valid or not.

Definition 2.3 (Soundness). An algorithm is sound if whenever it concludes that a

formula is valid, the formula is truly valid.

Definition 2.4 (Completeness). An algorithm is complete if it always terminates and

given a valid formula, it can conclude that the formula is valid.

Definition 2.5 (Decision procedure). An algorithm is called a decision procedure for a

logic if it is both sound and complete to solve the decision problem for any formula in

the logic.

Definition 2.6 (Decidable logic). A logic is decidable if and only if there exists a

decision procedure for it.

In the last few decades, researchers have developed decision procedures for vari-

ous valuable domains, including propositional logic, equality logic and uninterpreted

functions, linear arithmetic, bit vectors, arrays, pointer logic, and quantified formulae.

Decision procedures can work well with not only one theory but also a combination of

theories [62]. Table 2.1 shows some examples of these theories taken from the book [1].
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Table 2.1: Examples of some decidable first-order theories [1]

Theory name Example formula

Propositional logic x1 ∧ (x2 ∨ ¬x3)
Equality y1 = y2 ∧ ¬(y1 = y3)⇒ ¬(y1 = y3)
Linear arithmetic (2z1 + 3z2 ≤ 5) ∨ (z2 + 5z2 − 10z3 ≥ 6)
Bit vectors ((a >> b) & c) < c
Arrays (i = j ∧ a[j] = 1)⇒ a[i] = 1
Pointer logic p = q ∧ ∗p = 5⇒ ∗q = 5
Combined theories (i ≤ j ∧ a[j] = 1)⇒ a[i] < 2

2.3.2 Some Decision Procedures for Algebraic Data Types

Using abstractions to summarize recursively defined data structures is one of the popular

ways to reason about algebraic data types. This idea has been used in the Jahob system

[63, 64] and in some procedures for algebraic data types [65, 55, 66, 67]. However, it is

often challenging to directly reason about the abstractions. One approach to overcome

the difficulty, which is used in [55, 67], is to approximate the behaviors of the abstractions

using uninterpreted functions and then send the functions to SMT solvers [40, 41] that

have built-in support for uninterpreted functions and recursive data types (although

recursive data types are not officially defined in the SMT-Lib 2.0 format [50]).

Our approach extends the work by Suter et al. [2, 55]. In [2], the authors propose a

family of procedures for algebraic data types where catamorphisms are used to abstract

tree terms. Their procedures were claimed to be complete with sufficiently surjective

catamorphisms, which are closely related to the notion of monotonic catamorphisms

we describe in Chapter 3, in which we show that all monotonic catamorphisms are

sufficiently surjective and all sufficiently surjective catamorphisms described in [2] are

monotonic. In the early phase of the Guardol project [3], we implemented the decision

procedures [2] on top of OpenSMT [42] and found some flaws in the treatment of dis-

equalities in the unification step of the procedures; fortunately, the flaws can be fixed
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using the techniques in [53].

Our unrolling-based decision procedure discussed in Chapter 3 was inspired by the

semi-decision procedure by Suter et al. [55]. Unfortunately, their work has a non-

terminating issue involving the use of uninterpreted functions. Also, their method

works with sufficiently surjective catamorphisms while ours is designed for monotonic

catamorphisms.

One work that is close to ours is that of Madhusudan et al. [67], where a sound,

incomplete, and automated method is proposed to achieve recursive proofs for inductive

tree data-structures while still maintaining a balance between expressiveness and decid-

ability. The method is based on Dryad, a recursive extension of the first-order logic.

Dryad has some limitations: the element values in Dryad must be of type int and

only four classes of abstractions are allowed in Dryad. In addition to the sound pro-

cedure, [67] shows a decidable fragment of verification conditions that can be expressed

in Stranddec [68]. However, this decidable fragment does not allow us to reason about

some important properties such as the height or size of a tree. However, the class of

data structures that [67] can work with is richer than that of our approach.

Sato et al. [69] proposes a verification technique that has support for recursive

data structures. The technique is based on higher-order model checking, predicate

abstraction, and counterexample-guided abstraction refinements. Given a program with

recursive data structures, they encode the structures as functions on lists, which are then

encoded as functions on integers before sending the resulting program to the verification

tool described in [70]. Their method can work with higher-order functions while ours

cannot. On the other hand, their method cannot verify some properties of recursive

data structures while ours can thanks to the use of catamorphisms. An example of such

a property is as follows: after inserting an element to a binary tree, the set of all element

values in the new tree must be a super set of that of the original tree.
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In the remainder of this section, we describe in more detail some decision procedures

that are closely related to ours and that can provide the background for our discussion

in the subsequent chapters. They include the work by Suter et al. [2, 55] and the

procedure proposed by Madhusudan [67].

Suter-Dotta-Kuncak Decision Procedure

We summarize the key steps of the decision procedure proposed by Suter et al. [2]. The

input to the decision procedures is a formula φ of literals over elements of tree terms

and abstractions produced by a catamorphism. The logic is parametric in the sense that

we assume a data type τ to be reasoned about, an element theory E containing element

types and operations, a catamorphism α that is used to abstract the data type, and a

decidable theory LC of values in a collection domain C containing terms C generated

by the catamorphism function. Figure 2.1 shows the syntax of the parametric logic

instantiated for binary trees. Its semantics is in Figure 2.2.

T ::= t | Leaf | Node(T,E, T ) | left(T ) | right(T ) Tree terms
C ::= c | α(T ) | TC C-terms
E ::= variables of type E | elem(T ) | TE Expression
FT ::= T = T | T 6= T Tree (in)equations
FC ::= C = C | FC Formula of LC
FE ::= E = E | FE Formula of LE
φ ::=

∧
FT ∧

∧
FC ∧

∧
FE Conjunctions

ψ ::= φ | ¬φ | φ ∨ φ | φ ∧ φ | φ⇒ φ | φ⇔ φ Formulas

Figure 2.1: Syntax of the parametric logic

The syntax of the logic ranges over data type terms T and C-terms of a decidable

collection theory LC . TC and FC are arbitrary terms and formulas in LC , as are TE and FE

in LE . Tree formulas FT describe equalities and disequalities over tree terms. Collection

formulas FC and element formulas EC describe equalities over collection terms C and

element terms E, as well as other operations (FC , FE) allowed by the logic of collections
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[Node(T1, e, T2)] = Node([T1], [e]C , [T2])
[Leaf] = Leaf

[left(Node(T1, e, T2))] = [T1]
[right(Node(T1, e, T2))] = [T2]

[α(t)] = given by the catamorphism
[T1 = T2] = [T1] = [T2]
[T1 6= T2] = [T1] 6= [T2]
[C1 = C2] = [C1]C = [C2]C

[FC ] = [FC ]C
[¬φ] = ¬[φ]

[φ1 ? φ2] = [φ1] ? [φ2] where ? ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔}

Figure 2.2: Semantics of the parametric logic

LC and elements LE . E defines terms in the element types E contained within the

branches of the data types. φ defines conjunctions of (restricted) formulas in the tree

and collection theories. The φ terms are the ones solved by the decision procedures in

[2]; these can be generalized to arbitrary propositional formulas (ψ) through the use of

a DPLL solver [49] that manages the other operators within the formula. Although the

logic and unrolling procedure is parametric with respect to data types, in the sequel we

focus on binary trees to illustrate the concepts and proofs.

Purification. The original formula is separated into three distinct conjuncts φT ∧φB∧φC

where:

• φT only contains literals over tree terms.

• φC only contains literals over collection terms in LC .

• φB only contains literals of the form c = α(t) that connects the tree term t and

its corresponding abstract collection value c by the catamorphism α.

Flattening of Tree Terms. The next step flattens the tree terms in the formula by
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repeatedly applying the flattening rules below, where tF is always a fresh variable.

T
.
= Node(T1, E, T2) ; tF = T1 ∧ T

.
= Node(tF , E, T2)

T
.
= Node(t, E, T2) ; tF = T2 ∧ T

.
= Node(t, E, tF )

T
.
= left(T1) ; tF = T1 ∧ T

.
= left(tF )

T
.
= right(T1) ; tF = T1 ∧ T

.
= right(tF )

T1 = t; t = T1

t 6= T1 ; tF = T1 ∧ t 6= tF

It is straightforward that the process terminates. Eventually, a formula in which all

tree terms are not inside constructors (Node) or selectors (left and right) is obtained.

Elimination of Selectors. This step eliminates the selectors left and right from the for-

mula by the following rules:

t = left(t1) ; t1 = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ t = tL

t = right(t1) ; t1 = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ t = tR

In the rules, e, tL, and tR denote fresh variables.

Case splitting . To reduce the complexity of the original problem, a case splitting pro-

cess is carried out in this stage as follows. For all pairs (ti, tj) of elements in the set

{t1, . . . , tn, Leaf}, two new formulas are obtained by adding an equality ti = tj and an

disequality ti 6= tj into the current formula respectively. Similarly, another case splitting

phase is performed on the set (e1, . . . , em) of E-type elements. Obviously, if any new

formula is satisfiable, the original formula is also satisfiable.

Unification. This step applies unification on the tree terms and element variables.
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During the process, if there is any conflict between the tree terms or element variables,

the formula is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, the next step is considered.

Normal Form after Unification. The formula is converted into the disjunctive normal

form N(~T (~t),~t) ∧M(~u,~t,~c) ∧ FE ∧ FC where

• N(~T (~t),~t) contains conjuncts of the form ti 6= tj and ti 6= Tj(~t).

• M(~u,~t,~c) contains conjuncts of the form ci = α(vi).

• FE contains conjuncts of the form ei = ej and ei 6= ej .

• FC contains conjuncts in the logic of collections LC .

Partial Evaluation of the Catamorphism. Let σS be the unification formula over tree

terms. The formula M(~u,~t,~c) is partially evaluated by the following catamorphism-

related rules:

α(u) ; α(σS(u))

α(Node(t1, e, t2)) ; combine(α(t1), e, α(t2))

α(Leaf) ; empty

Note that after this transformation, α only applies to parameter variables. M(~u,~t,~c)

is transformed into M1(~t,~c) ∧ F 1
C .

Normal Form after Evaluating Catamorphism. The formula can now be expressed as

D ∧ E, where

• D = N(~T (~t),~t) ∧M1(~t,~c)

• E = FE ∧ FC ∧ F 1
C
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Expressing Existence of Distinct Terms. If D is replaced by true, a sound procedure for

proving unsatisfiability is obtained. The complete procedure is detailed in [2].

Invoking a Decision Procedure for Collections. At this point, the formula only has

terms in the logic of collections LC , which is assumed to be solvable by existing de-

cision procedures.

Although the decision procedure is extremely powerful, it has several drawbacks.

First, the complexity of the procedure is nondeterministic polynomial mainly due to

the case splitting step, which aims to derive subproblems from the original formula

by adding all possible equalities and disequalities between the tree terms and element

variables. The completeness proof also results in a state explosion problem when instan-

tiating every possible tree shape to match it with each ti. As a result, the complexity

prevents the work from being applied to analyze real-world programs. Second, the de-

cision procedure has a subtle flaw in the unification algorithm when we consider tree

disequalities. Fortunately, the flaw is local and we can fix it by using accurate unification

rules introduced by Barret, Shikanian, and Tinelli [53].

Remark 2.1 (Problem with the treatment of disequalities in [2]). In the unification step

in the decision procedure proposed by Suter et al. [2], the treatment of disequalities is

flawed. When we have disequalities involving trees ti 6= tj , [2] reduced these as follows:

If for any disequality ti 6= tj or ei 6= ej , we have that respectively σS(ti) =

σS(tj) or σS(ei) = σS(ej), then our (sub)problem is unsatisfiable. Otherwise,

the tree constraints are satisfiable and we move on to the constraints on the

collection type C.

Unfortunately, this step is incorrect. The construction determines the satisfiability of

disequalities one at a time, but this leads to incompleteness: certain disequalities are

unsatisfiable only when considered as a set. For example, suppose that we have a data
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type representing an enumeration:

type EnumType = { Foo | Bar | Baz };

then the following is unsatisfiable:

(x 6= Foo) ∧ (x 6= Bar) ∧ (x 6= Baz)

although the individual disequalities are each satisfiable, their combination is not.

In addition, there is an assumption that the types in E are each infinite. If not, then

similar issues arise. For example:

type EnumType = { Foo [arg : Bool] | Bar | Baz };

has the same problem in that we can enumerate all the possible combinations of con-

structors and arguments.

Finally, the decision procedure assumes that the only elements of E are variables.

This restriction is not realistic for the kinds of specifications that are created in Guardol

[3]. For example, we could not analyze models that contained constants or arithmetic

expressions. Semantically true disequalities like

Node(Leaf, 5, Leaf) 6= Node(Leaf, 2 + 3, Leaf)

were not correctly identified, and were tagged as satisfiable. This led to many situations

in which problem instances were incorrectly characterized as SAT.

It is not theoretically difficult to solve these problems, and a solution is found in,

for example, [53]. Several additions to unification are required:
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• We distinguish between finite and infinite constructors. Infinite constructors have

either recursive definitions or infinite element types. Finite constructors have

either no arguments or finite argument types.

• We then lift the definitions of finite and infinite constructors to data types; a finite

data type has only finite constructors.

• If a constructor is finite and contains one or more finite type elements, we split

the constructor into several no-argument constructors, one for each combination.

• For each data type variable, we track the set of constructors that could potentially

be used to construct the variable. For finitary constructors, a disequality (e.g.,

x 6= Bar) will remove the constructor from the set.

• Disequalities between composite tree structures of the same shape are pushed

down into disequalities between elements and ‘leaf level’ parametric variables.

• Element disequalities are preserved and passed to the element solver.

However, rather than improve this procedure, the authors described a second deci-

sion procedure, presented next.

Suter-Köksal-Kuncak Decision Procedure

Based on the work in [2], Suter et al. [55] proposes a semi-decision procedure that

exploits the ability to reason about recursive data types of Z3 [40], a state-of-the-art

SMT solver. According to the authors [55], their algorithm is (1) sound for models and

proofs and (2) terminating for all satisfiable formulas and for all sufficiently surjective

catamorphisms.

The main algorithm of the paper is shown above. It maintains a formula ϕ and a

set of boolean control literals B. The main idea of the algorithm is to keep unrolling
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Algorithm 1: The decision procedure in [55]

1 begin
2 (ϕ,B)← unroll(ϕ, ∅)
3 while true do
4 switch decide(ϕ ∧B) do
5 case SAT
6 return SAT

7 case UNSAT
8 switch decide(ϕ) do
9 case UNSAT

10 return UNSAT

11 case SAT
12 (ϕ,B)← unroll(ϕ,B)

the set of catamorphism applications until a desirable result is found. To keep track of

the different branches of a catamorphism during the unrolling process, we use a set of

control literals B. The function decide externally calls Z3 to check the satisfiability of

the formula that is given as the parameter of decide. When Z3 checks the satisfiability,

function invocations are treated as uninterpreted.

We can understand the SAT /UNSAT results that Z3 returns as follows. At line

6, the result is SAT because at this unrolling level, ϕ ∧ B is satisfiable. If ϕ ∧ B is

unsatisfiable, the result will then depend on the satisfiability of ϕ. If ϕ is unsatisfiable,

the result is UNSAT no matter what the value of B is; otherwise, B plays the main role

in the unsatisfiability of ϕ ∧ B. Moreover, we cannot conclude anything at this point

since B contains some uninterpreted functions that have not yet been unrolled. As a

result, we need to perform the unrolling at least one more time at line 12 to observe

what would happen next.

It is obvious that the semi-decision procedure in [55] is far less complicated than the

previous work in [2]. However, the claim the authors made about its ability to serve as
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a uniform procedure for the entire family is incorrect. The reason is that the result of

the procedure depends on the value to which the uninterpreted functions are assigned,

which can be arbitrary and inconsistent with the codomains of the corresponding cata-

morphisms. For example, the catamorphism that computes the height of a tree always

returns a natural number, but it can be assigned to a negative value when it is evaluated

as an uninterpreted function over the integer domain.

Remark 2.2 (Terminating problem in the unrolling procedure in [55]). In the satisfia-

bility procedure for recursive programs in [55], the authors stated that their procedure

is terminating for all sufficiently surjective abstractions. Unfortunately, this claim is

incorrect. It is straightforward to create catamorphisms that satisfy the sufficient sur-

jectivity definition that will not terminate using the procedure. For example, consider

the following catamorphism, which sums the magnitudes of all the elements within the

tree:

SumMagn(t) =


0 if t = Leaf

SumMagn(tL) + |e|+ SumMagn(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

The catamorphism is sufficiently surjective under the construction in [2] with predicate

Mp(c) = c ≥ 0; for any value in the non-negative range of the type, there are an infinite

number of trees that satisfy α−1(c).

Suppose now that we attempt to prove the following predicate is unsatisfiable using

the unrolling procedure in [55]:

SumMagn
(
Node(t1, 2, t2)

)
< 2

for uninterpreted trees t1 and t2. It will not terminate with the construction in [55]. The

reason is that the uninterpreted function at the leaves of the unrolling can always choose
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an arbitrarily large negative number to assign as the value of the catamorphism, thereby

creating a satisfying assignment when evaluating the input formula without control

conditions. Note that negative values are not in the range of SumMagn. The terminating

problem may occur with any catamorphism where its range and its codomain are not

the same, such as SizeI or Height catamorphisms.

The issue involves the definition of sufficient surjectivity, which does not actually

require that a catamorphism be surjective, i.e., defined across the entire codomain. All

that is required for sufficient surjectivity is a predicate Mp that constrains the catamor-

phism value to represent “acceptably large” sets of trees. The SumMagn catamorphism

is an example of a sufficiently surjective catamorphism that is not surjective.

Fixing this incompleteness issue is one of the important contributions of this disser-

tation; in Chapter 3, we will propose a decision procedure that is complete for a class

of catamorphisms called monotonic catamorphisms.

Madhusudan-Qiu-Stefanescu Decision Procedure

The idea of using abstraction to reason about algebraic data types is also explored by

Madhusudan, Qiu, and Stefanescu [67]. They present an approach to achieve recursive

proofs for inductive tree data-structures while still maintaining a balance between ex-

pressiveness and decidability. The method is sound, incomplete, and automated. The

authors show that the approach can be used to verify all popular tree-related algorithms

including max-heaps, treaps, red-black trees, AVL trees, binomial heaps, and B-trees

written in imperative programs.

Their work uses Dryad, a quantifier-free extension of first-order logic, to express the

program we desire to verify. The syntax of Dryad is shown in Figure 2.3. Essentially,

the logic is a combination of quantifier-free logic and recursive predicates/functions

on trees. Each node in a tree contains an integer data-field. A node is in the nil
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dir ∈ Dir Direction
f ∈ DF Data-field
p∗ : Loc→ {true, false} Recursively defined boolean function
i∗ : Loc→ Int Recursively defined integer function
si∗ : Loc→ S(Int) Recursively defined set function

msi∗ : Loc→MS(Int) Recursively defined multiset function
x ∈ Loc Variables Location variable
j ∈ Int Variables Integer variable
q ∈ Boolean Variables Boolean variable
S ∈ S(Int) Variables Set variable

MS ∈ MS(Int) Variables Multiset variable
c : Int Constant

lt ::= x | nil | lt.dir Loc term
it ::= c | j | lt.f | i∗(lt) | it1 ± it2 | ite(φ, it1, it2) Int term
sit ::= ∅ | S | {it} | si∗(lt) | sit1 ∪ sit2 | sit1 ∩ sit2 |

sit1 \ sit2 | ite(φ, sit1, sit2) S(Int) term
msit ::= ∅m | MS | {it}m | msi∗(lt) | msit1 ∪msit2 |

msit1 ∩msit2 | msit1 \msit2 | ite(φ,msit1,msit2) MS(Int) term

ϕ ::= true | q | p∗(lt) | lt1 = lt2 | it1 ≤ it2 | sit1 ⊆ sit2 | msit1 ⊆ msit2 |
sit1 ≤ sit2 | msit1 ≤ msit2 | it ∈ sit | it ∈ msit | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 Formula

i∗(x)
def
= ite(x = nil, ibase, iind) Recursively-defined integer

si∗(x)
def
= ite(x = nil, sibase, siind) Recursively-defined set-of-integers

msi∗(x)
def
= ite(x = nil,msibase,msiind) Recursively-defined multiset-of-integers

p∗(x)
def
= ite(x = nil, pbase, pind) Recursively-defined predicate

Figure 2.3: Syntax of Dryad

location if it is a leaf, or has Dir number of children otherwise. There are four types

of recursive predicates/functions that are supported in the logic to help state complex

heap properties. They include three functions i∗, si∗ and msi∗ that map a tree to an

integer, to a set of integers, and to a multiset of integers, respectively; and a predicate

p∗ that maps a tree to a boolean value. A formula in Dryad is a pair (Def, ϕ), where

Def is a set of definitions of recursive predicates/functions and ϕ is a formula.

Given a recursive imperative program with proof annotations written in Dryad, one

can describe the corresponding verification condition for the program. This process is

done by executing the program symbolically over a footprint structure, which is denoted

by a pair (SH,ϕ), where SH is a symbolic heap and ϕ is a Dryad formula. (SH,ϕ)
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keeps evolving on basic blocks of code. After executing basic blocks, the verification

condition is obtained by combining (SH,ϕ) with a pre-defined postcondition.

The postcondition can be soundly proved by replacing all recursive definitions in

the generated verification condition with uninterpreted functions and then using state-

of-the-art SMT solvers to check the validity of the obtained formula. In addition to

the sound procedure, there is a decidable fragment of verification conditions that can

be expressed in Stranddec [68] with some limitations including the following: (1) i∗ is

disallowed, (2) si∗ and msi∗ only support the union operation, and (3) p∗ only supports

conjunctions. Note that the limitations prevent us from reasoning about some important

properties such as the height or cardinality of a tree.

The decision procedures proposed by Suter et al. [2, 55] and the work [67] have

some common ideas. First, the notion of recursive predicates/functions is the same as

catamorphisms [2, 55]. Although their work supports hierarchical recursive definitions,

it only supports integers stored at each tree node. The second common idea of all the

approaches is the use of uninterpreted functions to achieve sound results.

The completeness issue in Suter et al.’s algorithms [2, 55] as well as the completeness

and catamorphism expressiveness issues in Madhusudan et al.’s work [67] motivate us

to define both a modified procedure and a new mathematical foundation for the work,

which we will present next in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

Unrolling-based Decision

Procedure and Monotonic

Catamorphisms

Inspired by the decision procedures for algebraic data types by Suter et al. [2, 55]

summarized in Section 2.3.2, we present in this chapter an unrolling-based decision pro-

cedure with the novel idea of monotonic catamorphisms. The logic used in our decision

procedure is the same as the logic in the work by Suter et al. [2, 55], which has been

summarized in Figure 2.1. First, we present in Section 3.1 some preliminaries about

catamorphisms. We then discuss in Section 3.2 some properties of trees and shapes in

the logic. In Section 3.3, we present in detail our unrolling-based decision procedure

for algebraic data types. The decision procedure works with monotonic catamorphisms,

which are discussed in Section 3.4. The correctness of the algorithm for these catamor-

phisms is shown in Section 3.5.

31
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3.1 Preliminaries

We describe the definition of catamorphisms and the idea of sufficient surjectivity, which

describes situations in which the decision procedures proposed by Suter et al. [2, 55]

were claimed to be complete.

3.1.1 Catamorphisms

Given a tree in the parametric logic shown in Figure 2.1, we can map the tree into a

value in C using a catamorphism, which is a fold function of the following format:

α(t) =


empty if t = Leaf

combine
(
α(tL), e, α(tR)

)
if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

where empty is an element in C and combine : (C, E , C)→ C is a function that combines

a triple of two values in C and an element in E into a value in C.

Table 3.1: Sufficiently surjective catamorphisms in [2]

Name α(Leaf) α(Node(tL, e, tR)) Example

Set ∅ α(tL) ∪ {e} ∪ α(tR) {1, 2}
Multiset ∅ α(tL) ] {e} ] α(tR) {1, 2}
SizeI 0 α(tL) + 1 + α(tR) 2

Height 0 1 + max{α(tL), α(tR)} 2

List List()
α(tL) @ List(e) @ α(tR) (in-order) (1 2)
List(e) @ α(tL) @ α(tR) (pre-order) (2 1)
α(tL) @ α(tR) @ List(e) (post-order) (1 2)

Some None Some(e) Some(2)

Min None min′{α(tL), e, α(tR)} 1

Sortedness (None, None, true)
(None, None, false) (if tree unsorted)

(1, 2, true)
(min element, max element, true) (if tree sorted)

Catamorphisms from [2] are shown in Table 3.1. The first column contains catamor-

phism names1. The next two columns define α(t) when t is a Leaf and when it is a Node,

1SizeI, which maps a tree into its number of internal nodes, was originally named Size in [2]. We
rename the catamorphism to easily distinguish between itself and function size, which returns the total
number of all vertices in a tree, in this dissertation.
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respectively. The last column shows examples of the application of each catamorphism

to the tree in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: An example of a tree

In the Min catamorphism, min′ is the same as the usual min function except that

min′ ignores None in the list of its arguments, which must contain at least one non-

None value. The Sortedness catamorphism returns a triple containing the min and max

element of a tree, and true/false depending on whether the tree is sorted or not.

Infinitely surjective catamorphisms: Suter et al. [2] showed that many interest-

ing catamorphisms are infinitely surjective. Intuitively, a catamorphism is infinitely

surjective if the cardinality of its inverse function becomes infinite if the tree argument

of the catamorphism is not bounded by a fixed set of trees.

Definition 3.1 (Infinitely surjective catamorphisms). A catamorphism α is an infinitely

surjective S-abstraction, where S is a set of trees, if and only if α−1
(
α(t)

)
is finite for

t ∈ S and infinite for t /∈ S.

Example 3.1 (Infinitely surjective catamorphisms). The Set catamorphism in Table

3.1 is an infinitely surjective {Leaf}-abstraction because:

• Set−1
(
Set(Leaf)

)
= Set−1(∅) = 1 (i.e., Leaf is the only tree in data type τ that can

map to ∅ by the Set catamorphism). Therefore, Set−1
(
Set(Leaf)

)
is finite.

• ∀t ∈ τ, t 6= Leaf : |Set−1
(
Set(t)

)
| = ∞. The reason is that when t is not Leaf, we

have Set(t) 6= ∅. Hence, there are an infinite number of trees that can map to
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Set(t) by the catamorphism Set. For example, consider the tree in Figure 3.1; let

us call it t0. We have Set(t0) = {1, 2}; hence, |Set−1({1, 2})| =∞ since there are

an infinite number of trees in τ whose elements values are 1 and 2.

As a result, Set is infinitely surjective by Definition 3.1. M

Sufficiently surjective catamorphisms: The decision procedures proposed by Suter

et al. [2, 55] were claimed to be complete if the catamorphism used in the procedures is

sufficiently surjective [2]. Intuitively, a catamorphism is sufficiently surjective if the in-

verse relation of the catamorphism has sufficiently large cardinality when tree shapes are

larger than some finite bound. In fact, the class of infinitely surjective catamorphisms

is just a special case of sufficiently surjective catamorphisms [2].

To define the notion of sufficiently surjective catamorphisms, we have to define tree

shapes first. The shape of a tree is obtained by removing all element values in the tree.

Definition 3.2 (Tree shapes). The shape of a tree is defined by constant SLeaf and

constructor SNode( , ) as follows:

shape(t) =


SLeaf if t = Leaf

SNode
(
shape(tL), shape(tR)

)
if t = Node(tL, , tR)

Example 3.2 (Tree shape). Figure 3.2 shows the shape of the tree in Figure 3.1. M

Figure 3.2: An example of a tree shape

Definition 3.3 (Sufficiently surjective catamorphisms). Catamorphism α is sufficiently

surjective iff for each p ∈ N+, there exists, computable as a function of p,
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• a finite set of shapes Sp

• a closed formula Mp in the collection theory such that for any collection element

c, Mp(c) implies |α−1(c)| > p

such that Mp

(
α(t)

)
or shape(t) ∈ Sp for every tree term t.

Example 3.3 (Sufficiently surjective catamorphisms). We demonstrated in Example

3.1 that the Set catamorphim is infinitely surjective. Let us now show that the catamor-

phim is sufficiently surjective by Definition 3.3. Let Sp = {SLeaf} and Mp(c) ≡ c 6= ∅.

For this Mp, the only base case we need to consider is the tree Leaf: either a tree is

Leaf, whose shape is in Sp, or the catamorphism value returned is not the empty set, in

which predicate Mp holds. Furthermore, this Mp is sufficiently surjective: c 6= ∅ implies

that |α−1(c)| =∞ for the Set catamorphism. M

Despite its name, sufficient surjectivity has no surjectivity requirement for the

codomain of α. It only requires a “sufficiently large” number of trees for values satis-

fying the condition Mp. The SumMagn catamorphim in Remark 2.2 in Section 2.3.2

is a good example of a sufficiently surjective catamorphim but not surjective. In other

words, there is no restriction for the the codomain of a sufficiently surjective catamor-

phim. However, to ensure the completeness of the unrolling decision procedure, the

codomain restriction must be taken into account, as we already noted in Remark 2.2.

We will discuss this issue more in Section 3.3.

Table 3.1 describes all sufficiently surjective catamorphisms in [2]. The only cata-

morphism in [2] not in Table 3.1 is the Mirror catamorphism:

Mirror(t) =


Leaf if t = Leaf

Node
(
Mirror(tR), e,Mirror(tL)

)
if t = Node(tL, e, tR)
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The reason is that Mirror is not sufficiently surjective: since the cardinality of the

inversion function of the catamorphism is always 1, the sufficiently surjective condition

does not hold for this catamorphism.

3.2 Properties of Trees and Shapes in the Parametric Logic

We present some important properties of trees and shapes in the parametric logic (dis-

cussed in Section 2.3.2) which will play important roles in the subsequent sections of

this dissertation.

3.2.1 Properties of Trees

Property 3.1 follows from the syntax of the parametric logic. Properties 3.2 and 3.3

are well-known properties of full binary trees [71, 72] (i.e., binary trees in which every

internal node has exactly two children).

Property 3.1 (Type of tree). Any tree in the parametric logic is a full binary tree.

Property 3.2 (Size). The number of vertices in any tree in the parametric logic is odd.

Also, in a tree t of size 2k + 1 (k ∈ N), we have:

ni(t) = k

nl(t) = k + 1

where ni(t) and nl(t) are the number of internal nodes and the number of leaves in t,

respectively.

Property 3.3 (Size vs. Height). In the parametric logic, the size of a tree of height
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h ∈ N must be at least 2h+ 1:

∀t ∈ τ : size(t) ≥ 2× height(t) + 1

3.2.2 Properties of Tree Shapes

In this section, we show a special relationship between tree shapes and the well-known

Catalan numbers [73], which will be used to establish some properties of monotonic

catamorphisms in Section 3.4 and AC catamorphisms in Chapter 4.

Define the size of the shape of a tree to be the size of the tree. Let N̄ be the set of

odd natural numbers. Because of Property 3.2, the size of a shape is in N̄. Let ns(s) be

the number of tree shapes of size s ∈ N̄ and let Cn, where n ∈ N, be the n-th Catalan

number [73].

Lemma 3.1. The number of shapes of size s ∈ N̄ is the s−1
2 -th Catalan number:

ns(s) = C s−1
2

Proof. Property 3.1 implies that tree shapes are also full binary trees. The lemma

follows since the number of full binary trees of size s ∈ N̄ is C s−1
2

[73, 74].

Example 3.4 (Function ns and C). Table 3.2 shows some first few values of function

ns : N̄→ N+, which demonstrates the numbers of shapes of different sizes, and function

C : N→ N+, which represents the Catalan numbers. M

Table 3.2: First few values of functions ns and C
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

ns(2n+ 1) = Cn 1 1 2 5 14 42 132 429 1430 4862 16796 58786
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By using the expression Cn = 1
n+1

(
2n
n

)
[73], we could easily compute the values

that function ns : N̄ → N+ returns. This function satisfies the monotonic condition in

Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.2. 1 = ns(1) = ns(3) < ns(5) < ns(7) < ns(9) < . . .

Proof. According to Koshy [74], Catalan numbers can be computed as follows:

C0 = 1

Cn+1 =
2(2n+ 1)

n+ 2
Cn (where n ∈ N)

Clearly, C1 = 1. When n ≥ 1, we have:

Cn+1 =
2(2n+ 1)

n+ 2
Cn

>
2(2n+ 1)

4n+ 2
Cn

= Cn

Therefore, by induction on n, we obtain:

1 = C0 = C1 < C2 < C3 < C4 < . . .

which completes the proof because of Lemma 3.1.

3.3 Unrolling-based Decision Procedure Revisited

In this section, we restate the unrolling procedure proposed by Suter et al. [55], shown

in Algorithms 2 (restating Algorithm 1), and propose a revised unrolling procedure,

shown in Algorithm 3. The input of both algorithms consists of
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• a formula φ written in a logic (described in Figures 2.1 and 2.2) that consists of

literals over elements of tree terms and tree abstractions generated by a catamor-

phism (i.e., a fold function that maps a recursively-defined data type into a value

in a base domain). In other words, φ contains a recursive data type τ , an element

type E of the value stored in each tree node, a collection type C of tree abstractions

in a decidable logic LC , and a catamorphism α : τ → C that maps an object in

the data type τ into a value in the collection type C.

• a program Π, which contains φ, the definitions of data type τ , and catamorphism

α.

Algorithm 2: Unrolling decision

procedure in [55] with sufficiently sur-

jective catamorphisms

1 (φ,B)← unrollStep(φ,Π, ∅)

2 while true do

3 switch decide(φ ∧
∧
b∈B b) do

4 case SAT

5 return “SAT”

6 case UNSAT

7 switch decide(φ) do

8 case UNSAT

9 return “UNSAT”

10 case SAT

11 (φ,B)← unrollStep(φ,Π, B)

Algorithm 3: Revised unrolling

procedure with monotonic catamor-

phisms

1 (φ,B)← unrollStep(φ,Π, ∅)

2 while true do

3 switch decide(φ ∧
∧
b∈B b) do

4 case SAT

5 return “SAT”

6 case UNSAT

7 switch decide(φ ∧Rα) do

8 case UNSAT

9 return “UNSAT”

10 case SAT

11 (φ,B)← unrollStep(φ,Π, B)

The decision procedure works on top of an SMT solver S that supports theories for

τ, E , C, and uninterpreted functions. Note that the only part of the parametric logic that

is not inherently supported by S is the applications of the catamorphism. The main
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idea of the decision procedure is to approximate the behavior of the catamorphism

by repeatedly unrolling it and treating the calls to the not-yet-unrolled catamorphism

instances at the leaves as calls to an uninterpreted function. However, the uninterpreted

function can return any values in its codomain; thus, the presence of these uninterpreted

functions can make SAT results untrustworthy. To address this issue, each time the

catamorphism is unrolled, a set of boolean control conditions B is created to determine

if the determination of satisfiability is independent of the uninterpreted functions at the

bottom level. That is, if all the control conditions in B are true, the list of uninterpreted

functions does not play any role in the satisfiability result.

In other words, the algorithm successively overapproximates and underapproximates

the satisfiability of the original program using a set of “control conditions”. If we use

these conditions (i.e., these conditions are true), the satisfying assignment does not

use any uninterpreted function values, so we have a complete finite model and hence

SAT results are accurate. If we do not use these conditions (i.e., at least one of them is

false), the uninterpreted functions are allowed to contribute to the SAT /UNSAT result.

If the solver returns UNSAT in this case, the original problem must be UNSAT since

assigning any values to the uninterpreted functions still cannot make the problem SAT.

In addition, we observe that if a catamorphism instance is treated as an uninter-

preted function, the uninterpreted function should only return values inside the range of

the catamorphim; therefore, in our decision procedure, Rα captures the range of cata-

morphism α and it is included in the satisfiability check whenever the determination of

satisfiability may require the use of such uninterpreted functions.

The unrollings without control conditions represent an over-approximation of the

formula with the semantics of the program with respect to the parametric logic, in that

it accepts all models accepted by the parametric logic plus some others (due to the
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uninterpreted functions). The unrollings with control conditions represent an under-

approximation: all models accepted by this model will be accepted by the parametric

logic with the catamorphism.

The algorithm determines the satisfiability of φ through repeated unrolling α us-

ing the unrollStep function. Given a formula φi generated from the original φ after

unrolling the catamorphism i times and the set of control conditions Bi of φi, func-

tion unrollStep(φi,Π, Bi) unrolls the catamorphim one more time and returns a pair

(φi+1, Bi+1) containing the unrolled version φi+1 of φi and a set of control conditions

Bi+1 for φi+1. Function decide(ϕ) simply calls SMT solver S to check the satisfiability

of ϕ and returns SAT/UNSAT accordingly. The algorithm either terminates when φ

is proved to be satisfiable without the use of uninterpreted functions (line 5) or φ is

proved to be unsatisfiable when assigning any values to uninterpreted functions still

cannot make the problem satisfiable (line 9). Figure 3.3 shows the unrolling idea used

in the decision procedure.

UNSAT

SAT
Yes

NoYes
No

Is SAT (without control conditions)?

Is SAT (with control conditions)?SMT SolverUnrolling LoopInput

Figure 3.3: Sketch of the unrolling-based decision procedure for algebraic data types

Let us examine how satisfiability and unsatisfiability are determined in the algo-

rithm. In general, the algorithm keeps unrolling the catamorphism until we find a

SAT /UNSAT result that we can trust. To do that, we need to consider several cases

after each unrolling step is carried out. First, at line 4, φ is satisfiable and all the con-

trol conditions are true, which means uninterpreted functions are not involved in the

satisfiable result. In this case, we have a complete tree model for the SAT result and

we can conclude that the problem is satisfiable.
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On the other hand, let us consider the case when decide(φ ∧
∧
b∈B b) = UNSAT.

The UNSAT may be due to the unsatisfiability of φ, or the set of control conditions, or

both of them together. To understand the UNSAT more deeply, we can try to check

the satisfiability of φ alone. Note that checking φ alone also means that the control

conditions are not used; consequently, the values of uninterpreted functions may con-

tribute to the SAT /UNSAT result. Therefore, we include Rα in the satisfiability check

(i.e., decide(φ ∧ Rα) at line 7) to ensure that if a catamorphism instance is viewed as

an uninterpreted function then the uninterpreted function only returns values inside

the range of the catamorphism. If decide(φ ∧ Rα) = UNSAT as at line 8, we can con-

clude that the problem is unsatisfiable because assigning any values in the range of the

catamorphism to the uninterpreted functions still cannot make the problem satisfiable

as a whole. Finally, we need to consider the case decide(φ ∧ Rα) = SAT as at line

10. Since we already know that decide(φ ∧
∧
b∈B b) = UNSAT, the only way to make

decide(φ ∧ Rα) be SAT is by calling to at least one uninterpreted function, which also

means that the SAT result is untrustworthy. Therefore, we need to keep unrolling at

least one more time as denoted at line 11.

The central problem of Algorithm 2, as described in Remark 2.2 in Section 2.3.2,

is that its termination is not guaranteed. For example, non-termination can occur if

the uninterpreted function Uα representing α can return values outside the range of α.

Consider an unsatisfiable input problem: SizeI (t) < 0, for an uninterpreted tree t when

SizeI is defined over the integers in an SMT solver. Although SizeI is sufficiently surjec-

tive [2], Algorithm 2 will not terminate since each uninterpreted function at the leaves

of the unrolling can always choose an arbitrarily large negative number to assign as the

value of the catamorphism, thereby creating a satisfying assignment when evaluating

the input formula without control conditions. These negative values are outside the
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range of SizeI. Broadly speaking, this termination problem can occur for any catamor-

phism that is not surjective. Unless an underlying solver supports predicate subtyping,

such catamorphisms are easily constructed. In fact, SizeI or Height catamorphisms are

not surjective when defined against SMT-Lib 2.0 [50].

To address the non-termination issue, we need to constrain the assignments to un-

interpreted functions Uα(t) representing α(t) to return only values inside the range of

α. Let Rα be a condition that, together with Uα(t), represents the range of α. The

collection of values that Uα(t) can return can be constrained by Rα. In Algorithm 3,

the user-provided range Rα is included in the decide function to make sure that any

values that uninterpreted function Uα(t) returns could be mapped to some “real” tree

t′ ∈ τ such that α(t′) = Uα(t):

∀c ∈ C :
(
c = Uα(t) ∧Rα(c)

)
⇒
(
∃t′ ∈ τ : α(t′) = c

)
(3.1)

Formula (3.1) defines a correctness condition for Rα. Unfortunately, it is difficult to

prove this without the aid of a theorem prover. On the other hand, it is straightforward

to determine whether Rα is a sound approximation of the range of R (that is, all values

in the range of R are accepted by Rα) using induction and an SMT solver. To do so,

we simply unroll α a single time over an uninterpreted tree t. We assume Rα is true for

the uninterpreted functions in the unrolling but that Rα is false over the unrolling. If

an SMT solver can prove that the formula is UNSAT, then Rα soundly approximates

the range; this unrolling encodes both the base and inductive case.

3.3.1 Catamorphism Decision Procedure by Example

As an example of how the procedure in Algorithm 3 can be used, let us consider a

guard application (such as those in [3]) that needs to determine whether an HTML
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message may be sent across a trusted to untrusted network boundary. One aspect of

this determination may involve checking whether the message contains a significant

number of “dirty words”; if so, it should be rejected. We would like to ensure that this

guard application works correctly.

We can check the correctness of this program by splitting the analysis into two parts.

A verification condition generator (VCG) generates a set of formulas to be proved about

the program and a back end solver attempts to discharge the formulas. In the case

of the guard application, these back end formulas involve tree terms representing the

HTML message, a catamorphism representing the number of dirty words in the tree,

and equalities and inequalities involving string constants and uninterpreted functions

for determining whether a word is “dirty”.

In our dirty-word example, the tree elements are strings and we can map a tree to an

integer representing the number of dirty words in the tree by the following DW : τ → int

catamorphism:

DW(t) =


0 if t = Leaf

DW(tL) +
(
ite(dirty(e)) 1 0

)
+ DW(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

where E is string and C is int. We use ite to denote an if-then-else statement.

Example 3.5 (Unrolling-based decision procedure). For our guard example, suppose

one of the verification conditions is:

t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ dirty(e) ∧DW (t) = 0

The formula is UNSAT because t has at least one dirty word (e in this case), so its

number of dirty words cannot be 0. Figure 3.4 shows how the procedure works for this
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example.

Figure 3.4: An example of how the decision procedure works

At unrolling depth 0, DW(t) is treated as an uninterpreted function UF≥0
t : int,

which can return any value of type int (i.e., the codomain of DW) bigger or equal to 0

(i.e., the range of DW). The use of UF≥0
t implies that for the first step we do not use

control conditions. The formula becomes

t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ dirty(e) ∧DW (t) = 0 ∧DW (t) = UF≥0
t

and is SAT. However, the SAT result is untrustworthy due to the presence of UF≥0
t ;

thus, we continue unrolling DW(t).

At unrolling depth 1, we allow DW(t) to be unrolled up to depth 1 and all the

catamorphism applications at lower depths will be treated as uninterpreted functions. In

particular, UF≥0
tL′

and UF≥0
tR′

are the uninterpreted functions for DW(tL′) and DW(tR′),

respectively. The set of control conditions in this case is {¬(t 6= Leaf)}; if we use

the set of control conditions (i.e., all control conditions in the set hold), uninterpreted

functions UF≥0
tL′

and UF≥0
tR′

will not be used. In particular, in the case of using the
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control conditions, the formula becomes

t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ dirty(e) ∧DW (t) = 0 ∧ ¬(t 6= Leaf) ∧
(
DW (t) = 0 ∧ t = Leaf ∨

DW (t) = UF≥0
tL′

+
(
ite(dirty(e′)) 1 0

)
+ UF≥0

tR′
∧ t = Node(tL′ , e

′, tR′)
)

which is equivalent to

t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ dirty(e) ∧DW (t) = 0 ∧ t = Leaf

which is UNSAT since t cannot be Node and Leaf at the same time. Since we get UN-

SAT with control conditions, we continue the process without using control conditions.

Without control conditions, the formula becomes

t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ dirty(e) ∧DW (t) = 0 ∧
(
DW (t) = 0 ∧ t = Leaf ∨

DW (t) = UF≥0
tL′

+
(
ite(dirty(e′)) 1 0

)
+ UF≥0

tR′
∧ t = Node(tL′ , e

′, tR′)
)

which, after eliminating the Leaf case (because tmust be a Node) and unifying Node(tL, e, tR)

with Node(tL′ , e
′, tR′) (because both of them are equal to t), simplifies to

t = Node(tL, e, tR)∧dirty(e)∧DW (t) = 0∧DW (t) = UF≥0
tL′

+
(
ite(dirty(e)) 1 0

)
+UF≥0

tR′

which, after evaluating the ite statement, is equivalent to

t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ dirty(e) ∧DW (t) = 0 ∧DW (t) = UF≥0
tL′

+ 1 + UF≥0
tR′

which is UNSAT because UF≥0
tL′

+ 1 + UF≥0
tR′

> 0. However, getting UNSAT without

control conditions guarantees that the original formula is UNSAT ; thus, the process
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terminates here. M

3.4 Monotonic Catamorphisms

We now propose monotonic catamorphisms and prove that Algorithm 3 is complete

for this class, provided that Rα accurately characterizes the range of α. We show

that this class is a subset of sufficiently surjective catamorphisms, but general enough

to include all catamorphisms described in [2, 55] and all those that we have run into

in industrial experience. Monotonic catamorphisms admit a termination argument in

terms of the number of unrollings, which is an open problem in [55]. Moreover, a

subclass of monotonic catamorphisms, associative-commutative (AC) catamorphisms

can be combined while preserving completeness of the formula, addressing another open

problem in [55].

3.4.1 Monotonic Catamorphisms

We will prove that our decision procedure is sound with all types of catamorphisms

and complete with monotonic catamorphisms. First, let us define the notion of the

cardinality of the inverse function of catamorphisms.

Definition 3.4 (Function β). Given a catamorphism α : τ → C, we define β(t) : τ → N

as the cardinality of the inverse function of α(t):

β(t) = |α−1
(
α(t)

)
|

Example 3.6 (Function β). Intuitively, β(t) is the number of distinct trees that can

map to α(t) via catamorphism α. The value of β(t), where t ∈ τ , clearly depends on α.

For example, if α is the Set catamorphism, β(Leaf) = 1; also, ∀t ∈ τ, t 6= Leaf : β(t) =∞
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since there are an infinite number of trees that have the same set of element values.

Table 3.3: Examples of β(t) with the Multiset catamorphism

t

α(t) {1} {1, 2} {1, 2} {1, 2} {1, 2}
β(t) 1 4 4 4 4

Table 3.3 shows some examples of β(t) with the Multiset catamorphism. The value

of β
(
Node(Leaf, 1, Leaf)

)
is 1 because it is the only tree in the parametric logic that can

map to {1} by catamorphism Multiset. The last four trees are distinct and they are all

the trees that can map to the multiset {1, 2} via catamorphism Multiset. Therefore,

β
(
Node(Node(Leaf, 2, Leaf), 1, Leaf)

)
= β

(
Node(Node(Leaf, 1, Leaf), 2, Leaf)

)
= β

(
Node(Leaf, 1,Node(Leaf, 2, Leaf))

)
= β

(
Node(Leaf, 2,Node(Leaf, 1, Leaf))

)
= 4

Similarly, if α is catamorphism DW in Section 3.3.1, we have ∀t ∈ τ : β(t) =∞. M

A catamorphism α is monotonic if for every “high enough” tree t ∈ τ , either

β(t) = ∞ or there exists a tree t0 ∈ τ such that t0 is smaller than t and β(t0) < β(t).

Intuitively, this condition ensures that the more number of unrollings we have, the more

candidates SMT solvers can assign to tree terms to satisfy all the constraints involv-

ing catamorphisms. Eventually, the number of tree candidates will be large enough to

satisfy all the constraints involving tree equalities and disequalities among tree terms,

leading to the completeness of the procedure.

Definition 3.5 (Monotonic catamorphisms). A catamorphism α : τ → C is monotonic
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iff there exists a constant hα ∈ N+ such that:

∀t ∈ τ : height(t) ≥ hα ⇒
(
β(t) =∞ ∨

∃t0 ∈ τ : height(t0) = height(t)− 1 ∧ β(t0) < β(t)
)

Note that if α is monotonic with hα, it is also monotonic with any h′α ∈ N+ bigger

than hα.

Example 3.7 (Monotonic catamorphisms). Catamorphism DW in Section 3.3.1 is

monotonic with hα = 1 and Multiset is monotonic with hα = 2. An example of a

non-monotonic catamorphism is Mirror in [2]:

Mirror(t) =


Leaf if t = Leaf

Node
(
Mirror(tR), e,Mirror(tL)

)
if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

Because ∀t ∈ τ : βMirror(t) = 1, the catamorphism is not monotonic. We will discuss in

detail some examples of monotonic catamorphims in Section 3.4.2. M

3.4.2 Examples of Monotonic Catamorphisms

This section proves that all sufficiently surjective catamorphims introduced by Suter

et al. [2] are monotonic. These catamorphisms are listed in Table 3.1. Note that the

Sortedness catamorphism can be defined to allow or not allow duplicate elements [2];

we define Sortednessdup and Sortednessnodup for the Sortedness catamorphism where

duplications are allowed and disallowed, respectively.

The monotonicity of Set, SizeI, Height, Some, Min, and Sortednessdup catamor-

phisms is easily proved by showing the relationship between infinitely surjective ab-

stractions (see Definition 3.1) and monotonic catamorphisms.
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Lemma 3.3. Infinitely surjective abstractions are monotonic.

Proof. According to Definition 3.1, α is infinitely surjective S-abstraction, where S is a

set of trees, if and only if β(t) is finite for t ∈ S and infinite for t /∈ S. Therefore, α is

monotonic with hα = max{height(t) | t ∈ S}+ 1.

Theorem 3.4. Set, SizeI, Height, Some, Min, and Sortednessdup are monotonic.

Proof. [2] showed that Set, SizeI, Height, and Sortednessdup are infinitely surjective

abstractions. Also, Some and Min have the properties of infinitely surjective {Leaf}-

abstractions. Therefore, the theorem follows from Lemma 3.3.

It is more challenging to prove that Multiset, List, and Sortednessnodup catamor-

phisms are monotonic since they are not infinitely surjective abstractions. First, we

define the notion of strict subtrees and supertrees.

Definition 3.6 (Strict subtree). Given two trees t1 and t2 in the tree domain τ , tree

t1 is a top-down subtree of tree t2, denoted by t1 � t2, iff:

t1 = Leaf ∨

t1 = Node(t1L, e, t1R) ∧ t2 = Node(t2L, e, t2R) ∧ t1L � t2L ∧ t1R � t2R

Tree t1 is a strict subtree of tree t2, denoted by t1 � t2, iff

t1 � t2 ∧ size(t1) < size(t2)

Similarly, we define the notion � of strict supertrees as the inverse of �. Both �

and � are transitive, i.e., t1 � t2 ∧ t2 � t3 ⇒ t1 � t3 and t1 � t2 ∧ t2 � t3 ⇒ t1 � t3.

Figure 3.5 shows some examples of strict subtrees.

Next, we state Lemma 3.5 before proving that Multiset, List, and Sortednessnodup

catamorphisms are monotonic. The proof of Lemma 3.5 is omitted since it is obvious.
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Figure 3.5: Examples of strict subtrees

Lemma 3.5. For all h ∈ N+, any tree of height h must be a strict supertree of at least

one tree of height h− 1.

Theorem 3.6. List catamorphisms are monotonic.

Proof. Let α be a List catamorphism. Let hα = 2. For any tree t such that height(t) ≥

hα, there are exactly ns
(
size(t)

)
distinct trees that can map to α(t). Thus

β(t) = ns
(
size(t)

)
Due to Lemma 3.5, there exists t0 such that t0 � t∧height(t0) = height(t)−1, which

leads to size(t0) < size(t). From Property 3.3, height(t) ≥ hα = 2 implies size(t) ≥ 5.

From Lemma 3.2, ns
(
size(t0)

)
< ns

(
size(t)

)
, which means β(t0) < β(t).

Theorem 3.7. Multiset catamorphisms are monotonic.

Proof. Let α be a Multiset catamorphism. Let hα = 2. Consider any tree t such that

height(t) ≥ hα. Let P (t) be the number of distinct permutations of multiset α(t). P

is monotonic since ∀t1, t2 where t1 � t2, α(t1) is a sub-multiset of α(t2), which implies

P (t1) ≤ P (t2).

For each permutation of multiset α(t), there are ns
(
size(t)

)
distinct trees corre-

sponding to this permutation and those trees are all mapped to α(t). Thus

β(t) = P (t)× ns
(
size(t)

)
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From Lemma 3.5, there exists t0 such that t0 � t and height(t0) = height(t) − 1,

which leads to size(t0) < size(t). From Property 3.3, height(t) ≥ hα = 2 implies

size(t) ≥ 5. From Lemma 3.2, ns
(
size(t0)

)
< ns

(
size(t)

)
. Since P is monotonic and

t0 � t, P (t0) ≤ P (t). Thus, ns
(
size(t0)

)
× P (t0) < ns

(
size(t)

)
× P (t), which causes

β(t0) < β(t).

Theorem 3.8. Sortednessnodup catamorphisms over integer trees are monotonic.

Proof. Let α be a Sortednessnodup catamorphism. Let hα = 2. Consider any tree t of

height 2 or more. If t is unsorted, we have β(t) =∞ since there are an infinite number

of unsorted trees. As a result, the monotonic property of the catamorphism holds.

On the other hand, consider the case when t is sorted. We have α(t) = (a, b, true),

where a = min(t) and b = max(t). Since there are only a finite number of sorted trees

whose elements are distinct and in the finite range [a, b], we have β(t) <∞.

From Lemma 3.5, there exists t0 such that t0 � t and height(t0) = height(t) − 1.

Note that t0 does not need to be sorted. Since height(t0) = height(t) − 1 ≥ 1, tree

t0 has at least one internal node; in other words, ni(t0) ≥ 1. Because t0 � t, we have

ni(t0) < ni(t). Because duplications are not allowed in t, ni(t) ≤ b− a+ 1. Therefore,

1 ≤ ni(t0) < b− a+ 1 (3.2)

From t0 we construct a tree t′0 such that height(t′0) = height(t)−1 and β(t′0) < β(t)

as follows. Note that if such t′0 exists, the catamorphism is monotonic by Definition 3.5.

1. Initially, t′0 is set to be t0.

2. Let seq be the sequence of internal nodes obtained from the in-order traversal of

t′0, excluding all leaves. There are exactly ni(t0) internal nodes in seq.
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3. For the i-th internal node in seq, where 1 ≤ i ≤ ni(t0), we reset the value of its

element to a+ i− 1.

Figure 3.6: Example of tree constructions in the proof of Sortednessnodup

After this process2, t′0 is sorted, height(t′0) = height(t0) = height(t)−1, min(t′0) = a,

max(t′0) = a+ni(t0)−1 and the range of the element values in t′0 is in [a, a+ni(t0)−1].

From Equation (3.2), this range is a strict sub-range of [a, b]. As a result, |α−1
(
(a, a+

ni(t0) − 1, true)
)
| < |α−1

(
(a, b, true)

)
| since the bigger range for elements we have, the

more number of sorted trees with distinct elements we can construct from the range.

Consequently, β(t′0) < β(t).

3.5 Unrolling Decision Procedure - Proof of Correctness

We now prove the correctness of the unrolling decision procedure in Algorithm 3. We

start with some properties of monotonic catamorphisms in Section 3.5.1 and then discuss

the main proofs in Section 3.5.2. In this section, p stands for the number of disequalities

between tree terms in the input formula.

2Figure 3.6 shows an example of t0 (i.e., the tree on the left) and how we construct t′0 (i.e., the tree
on the right) given t0. In this example, seq contains the nodes with values 7 → 3 → 5 → 1. The
minimum value in the sequence is 1. Hence, we reset the sequence in t′0 to 1→ 2→ 3→ 4. From a tree
t0 with range [1, 7], we have constructed a tree t′0 of the same height and same size but with minimal
range (i.e., [1, 4]).
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3.5.1 Some Properties of Monotonic Catamorphisms

In the following α is assumed to be a monotonic catamorphism with hα and β as defined

earlier.

Definition 3.7 (Mβ). Mβ(h) is the minimum value of β(t) of all trees t of height h:

∀h ∈ N :Mβ(h) = min{β(t) | t ∈ τ, height(t) = h}

Corollary 1. Mβ(h) is always greater or equal to 1.

Proof. ∀h ∈ N :Mβ(h) ≥ 1 since ∀t ∈ τ : β(t) = |α−1
(
α(t)

)
| ≥ 1.

Lemma 3.9 (Monotonic Property ofMβ). FunctionMβ : N→ N satisfies the following

monotonic property:

∀h ∈ N, h ≥ hα : Mβ(h) =∞⇒Mβ(h+ 1) =∞ ∨

Mβ(h) <∞⇒Mβ(h) <Mβ(h+ 1)

Proof. Consider any h ∈ N such that h ≥ hα. There are two cases to consider: Mβ(h) =

∞ and Mβ(h) <∞.

Case 1 [Mβ(h) =∞]: From Definition 3.7, every tree th of height h has β(th) =∞

because Mβ(h) = ∞. Hence, every tree th+1 of height h + 1 has β(th+1) = ∞ from

Definition 3.5. Thus, Mβ(h+ 1) =∞.

Case 2 [Mβ(h) < ∞]: Let th+1 be any tree of height h + 1. From Definition 3.5,

there are two sub-cases as follows.

• Sub-case 1 [β(th+1) =∞]: Because Mβ(h) <∞, we have Mβ(h) < β(th+1).

• Sub-case 2 [there exists th of height h such that β(th) < β(th+1)]: From Definition

3.7, Mβ(h) < β(th+1).
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In both sub-cases, we have Mβ(h) < β(th+1). Since th+1 can be any tree of height

h+ 1, we have Mβ(h) <Mβ(h+ 1) from Definition 3.7.

Corollary 2. For any natural number p > 0, Mβ(hα + p) > p.

Proof. By induction on h based on Lemma 3.9 and Corollary 1.

Theorem 3.10. For every number p ∈ N+, there exists some height hp ≥ hα, com-

putable as a function of p, such that for every height h ≥ hp and for every tree th of

height h, we have β(th) > p.

Proof. Let hp = hα+p. From Corollary 2,Mβ(hp) > p. Based on Lemma 3.9, we could

show by induction on h that ∀h ≥ hp : Mβ(h) > p. Hence, this theorem follows from

Definition 3.7.

Lemma 3.11. For all number p ∈ N+ and for all tree t ∈ τ , we have:

β(t) > p⇒ β
(
Node( , , t)

)
> p ∧ β

(
Node(t, , )

)
> p

Proof. Consider tree t′ = Node(tL, e, t) where tL is any tree in τ and e is any element in

E . The value of α(t′) is computed in terms of α(tL), e, and α(t). There are β(t) trees that

can map to α(t) and we can substitute any of these trees for t in t′ without changing

the value of α(t′). Hence, β(t) > p implies β(t′) > p. In other words, β(t) > p ⇒

β
(
Node( , , t)

)
> p. Similarly, we can show that β(t) > p⇒ β

(
Node(t, , )

)
> p.

3.5.2 Proof of Correctness of the Unrolling-based Decision Procedure

We claim that our unrolling-based decision procedure with monotonic catamorphisms

is (1) sound for proofs, (2) sound for models, (3) terminating for satisfiable formulas,

and (4) terminating for unsatisfiable formulas. We do not present the proofs for the
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first three properties, which can be adapted with minor changes from similar proofs

in [55]. Rather, we focus on proving that Algorithm 3 is terminating for unsatisfiable

formulas. As defined in Figure 2.1, the logic is described over only conjunctions, but

this can easily be generalized to arbitrary formulas using DPLL(T ) [49]. The structure

of the proof in this case is the same. The outline of the proof is as follows:

1. Given an input formula φin, without loss of generality, we perform purification and

unification on φin to yield a formula φP . We then define a maximum unrolling

depth D and formula φD, in which all catamorphism instances in φD are unrolled

to depth D as described in Algorithm 3. Note that the formulas differ only in the

treatment of catamorphism terms.

2. Given an unrolling φD, if all control conditions are true, then the catamorphism

functions are completely determined. Therefore, any model for φD can be easily

converted into a model for φin.

3. If at least one control condition for the unrolling is false, we may have a tree t

where αD(t) does not match α(t) since the computation of αD(t) depends on an

uninterpreted function. In this case, we show that it is always possible to replace

t with a concrete tree t′ that satisfies the other constraints of the formula and that

yields the same catamorphism value.

4. To construct t′, we first note that past a certain depth of unrolling depthmax
φin

+1, the

value chosen for any catamorphism applications will satisfy all constraints other

than disequalities between tree terms. We then note that all tree disequality

constraints can be satisfied if we continue to unroll the catamorphism hp times.

Now, let φin be an input formula of Algorithm 3. Without loss of generality, we purify

the formula φin (as in [2]) and then perform tree unification (as in [53]) on the resulting
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formula. If there is a clash during the unification process, φin must be unsatisfiable;

otherwise, we obtain a substitution function σ = {t1var 7→ T1, . . . , t
m
var 7→ Tm} where each

tree variable tivar, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, does not appear anywhere in tree terms T1, . . . , Tm.

Following [2], the remaining variables (which unify only with themselves and occur only

at the leaves of tree terms) we label parametric variables.

We substitute for tree variables and obtain a formula φP = φt ∧ φc ∧ φe ∧ φb that is

equisatisfiable with φin, where

• φt contains disequalities over tree terms (tree equalities have been removed through

unification),

• φc contains formulas in the collections theory,

• φe contains formulas in the element theory, and

• φb is a set of formulas of the form c = α(t), where c is a variable in the collections

theory and t is a tree term.

We observe that given substitution function σ and any model for φP , it is straightforward

to create a model for φin.

Given φP , Algorithm 3 produces formulas φD which are the same as φP except that

each term c = α(t) in φb is replaced by c = αD(t), where αD is the catamorphism

unrolled D times.

To prove the completeness result, we compute depthmax
φin

, which is, intuitively, the

maximum depth of any tree term in φP . Let depthmax
φin

= max{depthφP (t) | tree term t ∈

φP } where depthφP (t) is defined as follows:

depthφP (t) =


1 + max{depthφP (tL), depthφP (tR)} if t = Node(tL, , tR)

0 if t = Leaf | tree variable
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We next define a lemma that states that assignments to catamorphisms are compat-

ible with all formula constraints other than structural disequalities between trees. We

define φ∗P to be the formula obtained by removing all the tree disequality constraints φt

in φP .

Lemma 3.12. Given a formula φ∗P with monotonic catamorphism α and correct range

predicate Rα, after D ≥ depthmax
φin

+ 1 unrollings, if φD has a model, then φ∗P also has a

model.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for D = depthmax
φin

+1. AssumeMD is a model

for φD. We claim that we can construct fromMD a modelM∗ for φ∗P . We note that the

assignments to model variables are compatible with φe and φc, as they are unchanged

from φD to φ∗P . We now modify MD to ensure that all constraints in φb are satisfied.

For each tree td in MD, we replace it with a tree t∗ in M∗ constructed as follows:

• If height(td) < depthmax
φin

+ 1, td belongs to a set of complete trees generated by

Algorithm 3. In this case, αD(td) = α(td), so we can set t∗ = td.

• If height(td) ≥ depthmax
φin

+ 1, then the calculation of αD(td) involves at least one

uninterpreted function Uα(tuif ) over some subtree3 tuif of td, and it is possible

that α(tuif ) 6= Uα(tuif ). Since we have unrolled the catamorphism depthmax
φin

+ 1

times, tree tuif corresponds to a subtree of a parametric variable in the original

problem. The only constraints on the structure of such subtrees are those on the

value of Uα(tuif ); we call them uninterpreted-constrained subtrees. Furthermore,

by the condition of Rα, there exists a concrete subtree t′ such that Uα(tuif ) = α(t′).

We construct t∗ by replacing all such uninterpreted-constrained subtrees tuif with

3We use the standard definition of subtrees in the proof of Lemma 3.12. That is, t1 is a subtree of
t2 if and only if the root of t1 is a vertex of t2. Note that this definition is different from the notion of
top-down subtrees in Definition 3.6.
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concrete subtrees t′ such that Uα(tuif ) = α(t′). The structure of t∗ matches the

structure of td up to the level of the deepest tree term in φ∗P (whose depth cannot

be deeper than depthmax
φin

), so all other formula constraints on td are preserved.

After this process, we obtain a model M∗ for φ∗P .

Theorem 3.13. Given a formula φin with monotonic catamorphism α and correct range

predicate Rα, after D = depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp unrollings, if φD has a model, then φin also

has a model.

Proof. We first note that φin is trivially equisatisfiable with φP , so we focus on showing

the equisatisfiability between φP and φD.

Assume MD is a model for φD. Our goal is to construct an extension M of MD

to make φP hold. MD specifies values for element variables in E , collection variables

in C, tree variables in τ , and values for uninterpreted functions Uα(tuif ) for some trees

tuif . Note that any model M for φP does not contain values for uninterpreted func-

tions Uα(tuif ): these uninterpreted functions are created by the unrolling algorithm to

approximate the behaviors of the applications of α. Thus, to construct a model for φP ,

we need to get rid of uninterpreted functions Uα(tuif ) inMD. We assume that the base

solver S can return complete tree models for any tree terms in φD.

If all the control conditions in B are true, all the values for uninterpreted functions

Uα(tuif ) inMD are unnecessary for the determination of satisfiability. We constructM

as follows: we set M to be MD, remove from M all the values for Uα(tuif ), and pick

any valid values for the remaining variables that are in φP but have not been added to

M.

On the other hand, consider the case when at least one control condition in B is

false. In this case, some values for uninterpreted functions Uα(tuif ) for some trees tuif

in MD are required for the determination of satisfiability.
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From Lemma 3.12, as long as we can construct a concrete tree t′ ∈ τ such that

α(t′) = Uα(tuif ) for each tuif where Uα(tuif ) is in MD while still maintaining the

disequalities between tree terms in φD, we can have a corresponding model M for φP .

There are two cases for each tree term tterm in φD as follows.

Case 1 [height(tterm) < depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp]: Tree tterm is complete because uninter-

preted functions Uα(tuif ) can only appear at depth depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp. For every tree

term t′term ∈ φD such that the disequality tterm 6= t′term is in φD, there are two sub-cases

to consider:

• Sub-case 1 [height(t′term) < depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp]: In this case, tree term t′term is

also complete; hence, the two tree terms tterm and t′term must be different since

φD has a model MD for them.

• Sub-case 2 [height(t′term) ≥ depthmax
φin

+1+hp]: The two tree terms tterm and t′term

must also be different since their heights are different. In particular, height(t′term) ≥

depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp > height(tterm).

Hence, the disequality constraints in φD between tterm and other tree terms are satisfied.

Case 2 [height(tterm) ≥ depthmax
φin

+ 1 +hp]: Every vertex at depth depthmax
φin

+ 1 +hp

of tterm must represent for the root of a tree tuif where Uα(tuif ) is in MD. For each

such tree tuif , by the condition of Rα, there exists a concrete tree t′ ∈ τ such that

α(t′) = Uα(tuif ). We replace tuif with t′ and remove the corresponding Uα(tuif ) from

MD. Note that at this point there is no guarantee that all the disequality constraints

between tterm and other tree terms are satisfied because we replace every tuif with any

t′ such that α(t′) = Uα(tuif ).

Next, we construct a set SThp of trees of heights at least hp as follows. Initially,

SThp is empty. Starting from each vertex u at depth depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp of tterm, we go

bottom-up hp steps to reach a node uhp , then add thp to SThp if thp /∈ SThp where thp
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is the tree rooted at uhp . After this process, SThp is not empty since height(tterm) ≥

depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp. We visualize this step in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Construct a set of trees SThp from tterm

For each tree thp ∈ SThp , the relative location of its root uhp in tterm is at depth

depthmax
φin

+ 1. Therefore, there is no disequality constraint between thp and any original

tree terms in φD, which cannot locate at a depth bigger than depthmax
φin

. Hence, the

choice of thp only depends on α(thp). Because height(thp) ≥ hp, we have β(thp) > p

from Theorem 3.10. From Lemma 3.11, we have β(tterm) > p.

Fix all vertices in tterm except for those in the trees in SThp . Since β(thp) > p for

each thp ∈ SThp , there exists an assignment {thp 7→ t′hp | thp ∈ SThp , α(thp) = α(t′hp)}

that satisfies all the disequality constraints between tterm and other tree terms (see

Lemma 2 in [2]). We obtain t̂term by applying this assignment to tterm.

We construct M as follows: First, we set M to be MD. Next, we remove from M

all values for uninterpreted functions Uα(tuif ). For each value of tterm in M, if tterm

belongs to Case 1, we keep its value; otherwise, we replace tterm with t̂term as discussed

before. Finally, we assign any valid values to the remaining variables that are in φP but

have not been added to M.
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Corollary 3. Given a formula φin with monotonic catamorphism α and correct range

predicate Rα, Algorithm 3 is terminating for unsatisfiable formulas.

Proof. This is the immediate contrapositive of Theorem 3.13. Suppose φin does not

have a model. In this case, φD also does not have a model and the SMT solver S will

return UNSAT.

This proof implies that Algorithm 3 terminates after no more than depthmax
φin

+1+hp

number of unrollings for unsatisfiable formulas. If the number of unrollings exceeds

depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp, we conclude that φin is satisfiable; note that if we are interested in

complete tree models, we still need to keep unrolling until we reach line 5 in Algorithm

3.

Corollary 4. Monotonic catamorphisms are sufficiently surjective.

Proof. Recall the definition of sufficient surjectivity in Definition 3.3. We define αhp(t)

as the unrolling of catamorphism α to depth hp for tree t, and CC
(
αhp(t)

)
as the set

of control conditions for the unrolling.

Then, we define the set of base shapes Sp and predicate Mp as follows:

• Sp = {s | height(s) ≤ hp}

• Mp(c) = ∃t.
(
c = αhp(t)

)
∧ ¬
(∧

b∈CC(αhp (t)) b
)

First, we show that each tree is either in Sp or Mp

(
α(t)

)
holds for the tree. We

partition trees by height. Either a tree is shorter or equal in height to hp, or it is larger.

If it is shorter or equal, it is captured by Sp. If it is larger, then we substitute this tree

for t. At least one control condition b ∈ CC
(
αhp(t)

)
must be false. Since at the leaves

of the unrolling, we use uninterpreted functions whose values are constrained only by

Rα, the actual catamorphism value of the tree will be one of the possible values of the

unrolled catamorphism αhp(t).
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We note that the set Sp is clearly finite.

Finally, we show that Mp(c) implies |α−1(c)| > p. Given a catamorphism value c,

by virtue of the restriction that at least one control condition b ∈ CC
(
αhp(t)

)
is false

and Rα, we can map that value to some tree t such that the height of t is greater than

hp. If c satisfies Mp(c), then by Theorem 3.10, |α−1(c)| > p.



Chapter 4

Associative-Commutative (AC)

Catamorphisms

In the previous chapter, we have presented an unrolling-based decision procedure that

is guaranteed to be both sound and complete with monotonic catamorphisms. When it

comes to catamorphisms, there are many interesting open problems, for example: when

is it possible to combine catamorphisms in a complete way, or how computationally

expensive is it to solve catamorphism problems? This chapter attempts to characterize

a useful class of “combinable” monotonic catamorphisms that maintain completeness

under composition.

We name this class associative-commutative (AC) catamorphisms due to the asso-

ciative and commutative properties of the operators used in the catamorphisms. AC

catamorphisms have some very powerful important properties: they are detectable1,

combinable, and impose an exponentially small upper bound of the number of un-

rollings. Many catamorphisms that have been presented so far in this dissertation are

1detectable in this context means that it is possible to determine whether or not a catamorphism is
an AC catamorphism using an SMT solver.

64
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in fact AC.

4.1 Definition

Definition 4.1 (AC catamorphism). Catamorphism α : τ → C is AC if

α(t) =


id⊕ if t = Leaf

α(tL) ⊕ δ(e) ⊕ α(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

where ⊕ : (C, C)→ C is an associative and commutative binary operator with an identity

element id⊕ ∈ C (i.e., ∀x ∈ C : x ⊕ id⊕ = id⊕ ⊕ x = x) and δ : E → C is a function

that maps2 an element value in E into a corresponding value in C.

Like catamorphisms defined in [2, 55], AC catamorphisms are fold functions mapping

the content of a tree in the parametric logic into a value in a collection domain where

a decision procedure is assumed to be available. There are two main differences in

the presentation between AC catamorphisms and those in [2, 55]. First, the combine

function is replaced by an associative, commutative operator ⊕ and function δ. Second,

Leaf is mapped to the identity value of operator ⊕ instead of the empty value of C

(though the two quantities are usually the same in practice).

Detection: Unlike sufficiently surjective catamorphisms, AC catamorphisms are de-

tectable. A catamorphism, written in the format in Definition 4.1, is AC if the following

conditions hold:

• ⊕ is an associative and commutative operator over C.

• id⊕ is an identity element of ⊕.

2For instance, if E is Int and C is IntSet, we can have δ(e) = {e}.
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These conditions can be easily proved by SMT solvers [41, 40] or theorem provers such

as ACL2 [16].

Signature: An AC catamorphism α is completely defined if we know its collection

domain C, element domain E , AC operator ⊕, and function δ : E → C. In other words,

the 4-tuple 〈C, E ,⊕, δ〉 is the signature of α. It is unnecessary to include tree domain τ

and identity element id⊕ in the signature since the former depends only on E and the

latter must be specified in the definition of ⊕.

Definition 4.2 (Signature of AC catamorphisms). The signature of an AC catamor-

phism α is defined as follows:

sig(α) = 〈C, E ,⊕, δ〉

Values: Because of the associative and commutative operator ⊕, the value of an AC

catamorphism for a tree has an important property: it is independent of the structure

of the tree.

Corollary 5 (Values of AC catamorphisms). The value of α(t), where α is an AC

catamorphism, only depends on the values of elements in t. Furthermore, the value of

α(t) does not depend on the relative positions of the element values.

α(t) =


id⊕ if t = Leaf

δ(e1) ⊕ δ(e2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ(eni(t)) otherwise

where e1, e2, . . . , eni(t) are all element values stored in ni(t) internal nodes of t.

Example 4.1 (AC catamorphisms). In Table 3.1, Height, List, Some, and Sortedness

are not AC because their values depend on the positions of tree elements. Table 4.1
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shows some examples to demonstrate that the values of these catamorphisms depend

on the relative locations of element values in trees. The table contains two different

trees t1 and t2 that have the same collection of element values. Hence, if α is an AC

catamorphism, α(t1) must be equal to α(t2). Since this condition does not hold with

Height, List, Some, and Sortedness, they are not AC.

Table 4.1: Examples of monotonic but not associative-commutative catamorphisms

t1 t2

Height 2 3
List (in-order) (1 2 3) (3 2 1)
Some Some(2) Some(1)
Sortedness (1, 3, true) (None, None, false)

Other catamorphisms in Table 3.1, including Set, Multiset, SizeI, and Min are AC.

The DW catamorphism in Section 3.3.1 is also AC. In the DW catamorphism, the

operator ⊕ is +, the identity element id⊕ is 0, and the mapping function is δ(e) =(
ite(dirty(e)) 1 0

)
. In the Multiset catamorphism, the three factors are ], ∅, and δ(e) =

{e}, respectively.

Furthermore, we could define other AC catamorphisms based on well-known as-

sociative and commutative operators such as +,∩,max,∨,∧, etc. We could also use

user-defined functions as the operators in AC catamorphisms. For example, the follow-

ing user-defined operator is an AC operator:

SumMagnOp(e1, e2) = |e1|+ |e2|

in this case, we will need the help of an additional analysis tool to verify that all

conditions for AC catamorphims are met. M
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4.2 The Monotonicity of AC Catamorphisms

AC catamorphisms are not only automatically detectable but also monotonic. Thus,

they can be used in Algorithm 3.

Lemma 4.1. If α is an AC catamorphism then

∀t ∈ τ : β(t) ≥ ns
(
size(t)

)
Proof. Consider any tree t ∈ τ . Let L be a list of size ni(t) such that Lj , where

1 ≤ j ≤ ni(t), is equal to the value stored in the j-th internal node in t.

Property 3.2 implies that any shape of size size(t) must have exactly ni(t) SNode(s)

and nl(t) SLeaf(s). Let sh1, . . . , shns(size(t)) be all shapes of size size(t). From shi,

where 1 ≤ i ≤ ns
(
size(t)

)
, we construct a tree ti by converting every SLeaf in shi into a

Leaf and converting the j-th SNode in shi into a structurally corresponding Node with

element value Lj , where 1 ≤ j ≤ ni(t). Figure 4.1 shows an example of the conversion

process.

Figure 4.1: Example of converting a shape into a tree

After this process, t1, . . . , tns(size(t)) are mutually different because their shapes

sh1, . . . , shns(size(t)) are distinct. From Corollary 5, we obtain

α(t) = α(t1) = . . . = α(tns(size(t))) = δ(L1) ⊕ δ(L2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ(Lni(t))

As a result, β(t) ≥ ns
(
size(t)

)
.
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Theorem 4.2. AC catamorphisms are monotonic.

Proof. Let α be an AC catamorphism. Let hα = 4. Consider any tree t such that

height(t) ≥ hα = 4. If β(t) =∞, the monotonic condition for t in Definition 3.5 holds.

Suppose on the other hand that β(t) <∞. Due to Lemma 3.5, there exists t0 such

that t0 � t∧height(t0) = height(t)− 1 ≥ 3, which implies size(t0) ≥ 7 due to Property

3.3. Due to Lemma 3.2, ns
(
size(t0)

)
≥ ns(7) > 2. From Lemma 4.1,

β(t0) > 2 (4.1)

which is mathematically equivalent to

β(t0) < 2×
(
β(t0)− 1

)
(4.2)

Let Q be the collection of internal nodes that are in t but not in t0. Q is not empty

because t0 � t. Let e1, . . . , e|Q| be the elements stored in |Q| nodes in Q. From Corollary

5, we have

α(t) = α(t0) ⊕ δ(e1) ⊕ δ(e2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ(e|Q|) (4.3)

Figure 4.2: Construct tQ from e1, . . . , e|Q|

Next, we construct a tree tQ from e1, . . . , e|Q|. The construction of tQ is shown

in Figure 4.2. Let nodei, where 1 ≤ i ≤ |Q|, be the node corresponding to ei in tQ.

We build tQ in a bottom-up fashion as follows: node|Q| = Node(Leaf, e|Q|, Leaf) and
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nodej = Node(nodej+1, ej , Leaf), where Q > j ≥ 1. Let leafQ1 and leafQ2 be the left and

right leaves of node|Q|, respectively.

From the definition of β, the set of distinct trees that can map to α(t0)
(
i.e.

α(each tree in this set) = α(t0)
)

has exactly β(t0) trees. Let numt0 be the number

of bigger-than-Leaf trees in this set. Since there is at most one Leaf tree in the set of

these β(t0) distinct trees, we have

β(t0)− 1 ≤ numt0 ≤ β(t0) (4.4)

From Equations (4.1) and (4.4), we have numt0 ≥ 2, which means there are at least

2 distinct bigger-than-Leaf trees that can map to α(t0). Let t′0 and t′′0 be any two of

them. That is, t′0 and t′′0 are two different bigger-than-Leaf trees and

α(t′0) = α(t′′0) = α(t0) (4.5)

Let us consider t′0. Let t′01 and t′02 be the trees obtained by replacing leafQ1 and

leafQ2 in tQ with t′0, respectively. Since t′0 6= Leaf, we have t′01 6= t′02 . From Corollary

5, we have

α(t′01) = α(t′02) = α(t′0) ⊕ δ(e1) ⊕ δ(e2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ(e|Q|)

From Equation (5.1), Equation (5.2), and the above equation, we obtain

α(t′01) = α(t′02) = α(t)

Hence, from any bigger-than-Leaf tree that can map to α(t0), we could generate at least

two different trees that can map to α(t).
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Figure 4.3: Relationship between t′0, t
′′
0 and t′01, t

′
02, t

′′
01, t

′′
02

Let us consider t′′0. We construct t′′01 and t′′02 from t′′0 and tQ such that α(t′′01) =

α(t′′02) = α(t) using the same method as above. It is clear that t′′01 6= t′01 since t′′0 6= t′0.

Also, t′′02 6= t′01 since t′′02 has leafQ1 but does not have leafQ2 while t′01 has leafQ2 but does

not have leafQ1. Similarly, we can show that t′′01 6= t′02 and t′′02 6= t′02. Thus, four trees

t′01, t
′
02, t

′′
01, and t′′02 obtained from t′0 and t′′0 are mutually different. The relationship

between them is shown in Figure 4.3.

Moreover, t′0 and t′′0 are any pair of different bigger-than-Leaf trees that can map to

α(t0). Thus, from all numt0 bigger-than-Leaf distinct trees that can map to α(t0), we

have at least 2× numt0 distinct trees that can map to α(t). Hence,

2× numt0 ≤ β(t)

∴ 2×
(
β(t0)− 1

)
≤ β(t) [ From Equation (4.4) ]

∴ β(t0) < β(t) [ From Equation (4.2) ]

As a result, α is monotonic based on Definition 3.5.
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4.3 Exponentially Small Upper Bound of the Number of

Unrollings

In the proof of Theorem 3.10, we use hp = hα + p to guarantee that the algorithm

terminates after unrolling no more than depthmax
φin

+ 1 + hp times. The upper bound

implies that the number of unrollings may be large when p is large, leading to a high

complexity for the algorithm with monotonic catamorphisms.

In this section, we demonstrate that in the case of AC catamorphims, we could

choose a different value for hp such that not only the termination of the algorithm is

guaranteed with hp, but also the growth of hp is exponentially small compared with

that of p. Recall from the proof of Theorem 3.10 that as long as we can choose hp ≥ hα

such that Mβ(hp) > p, Theorem 3.10 will follow. We will define such hp after proving

the following important lemma.

Lemma 4.3. If α is AC then ∀h ∈ N :Mβ(h) ≥ Ch.

Proof. Let th ∈ τ be any tree of height h. We have:

β(th) ≥ ns
(
size(th)

)
[ From Lemma 4.1 ]

∴ β(th) ≥ ns(2h+ 1) [ From Property 3.3 and Lemma 3.2 ]

∴ β(th) ≥ Ch [ From Lemma 3.1 ]

As a result, Mβ(h) ≥ Ch from Definition 3.7.

Let hp = max
{
hα,min{h | Ch > p}

}
. By construction, hp ≥ hα and Chp > p. From

Lemma 4.3, Mβ(hp) ≥ Chp > p. Thus, Theorem 3.10 follows.

Moreover, the growth3 of Cn is exponential [75]. Thus, hp is exponentially smaller

than p since Chp > p. For example, when p = 104, we can choose hp = 10 since

3One can show that Cn ∼ 4n
√
πn3

by using Stirling’s approximations for n! [75].
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C10 > 104 as shown in Table 3.2. Similarly, when p = 5× 104, we can choose hp = 11.

In the example, we assume that hα ≤ 10, which is true for all catamorphisms in this

dissertation.

4.4 Combining AC Catamorphisms

Let α1, . . . , αm be m AC catamorphisms where the signature of the i-th catamorphim

(1 ≤ i ≤ m) is sig(αi) = 〈Ci, E ,⊕i, δi〉. Catamorphism α with signature sig(α) =

〈C, E ,⊕, δ〉 is a combination of α1, . . . , αm if

• C is the domain of m-tuples, where the ith element of each tuple is in Ci.

• ⊕ : (C, C)→ C is defined as follows, given 〈x1, . . . , xm〉, 〈y1, . . . , ym〉 ∈ C:

id⊕ = 〈id⊕1 , id⊕2 , . . . , id⊕m〉

〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉 ⊕ 〈y1, y2, . . . , ym〉 = 〈x1 ⊕1 y1, x2 ⊕2 y2, . . . , xm ⊕m ym〉

• δ : E → C is defined as follows:

δ(e) =
〈
δ1(e), δ2(e), . . . , δm(e)

〉

• α is defined as in Definition 4.1.

Example 4.2 (Combine AC catamorphisms). Consider Set and SizeI catamorphisms

in Table 3.1, which are AC as demonstrated in Example 4.1. When we combine the

two AC catamorphisms, assuming Set is used before SizeI, we get a new catamorphism

SetSizeI that can map a tree to a pair of values: the former is the set of all the elements

in the tree and the latter is an integer indicating the number of internal nodes in the

tree. For example, if we apply SetSizeI to the tree in Figure 3.1, we get 〈{1, 2}, 2〉. M
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Theorem 4.4. Every catamorphism obtained from the combination of AC catamor-

phims is also AC.

Proof. Let α be a combination of m AC catamorphisms α1, . . . , αm. We prove the

AC property of α by showing that ⊕ is an associative and commutative operator with

identity element id⊕.

Given 〈x1, . . . , xm〉, 〈y1, . . . , ym〉, 〈z1, . . . , zm〉 ∈ C, operator ⊕ is commutative be-

cause operators ⊕1, . . . ,⊕m are commutative:

〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉 ⊕ 〈y1, y2, . . . , ym〉 = 〈x1 ⊕1 y1, x2 ⊕2 y2, . . . , xm ⊕m ym〉

= 〈y1 ⊕1 x1, y2 ⊕2 x2, . . . , ym ⊕m xm〉

= 〈y1, y2, . . . , ym〉 ⊕ 〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉

Also, operator ⊕ is associative since operators ⊕1, . . . ,⊕m are associative:

(
〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉 ⊕ 〈y1, y2, . . . , ym〉

)
⊕ 〈z1, z2, . . . , zm〉

=〈x1 ⊕1 y1, x2 ⊕2 y2, . . . , xm ⊕m ym〉 ⊕ 〈z1, z2, . . . , zm〉

=
〈
(x1 ⊕1 y1) ⊕1 z1, (x2 ⊕2 y2) ⊕2 z2, . . . , (xm ⊕m ym) ⊕m zm

〉
=
〈
x1 ⊕1 (y1 ⊕1 z1), x2 ⊕2 (y2 ⊕2 z2), . . . , xm ⊕m (ym ⊕m zm)

〉
=〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉 ⊕ 〈y1 ⊕1 z1, y2 ⊕2 z2, . . . , ym ⊕m zm〉

=〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉 ⊕
(
〈y1, y2, . . . , ym〉 ⊕ 〈z1, z2, . . . , zm〉

)
Finally, id⊕ is the identity element of⊕ since id⊕1 , . . . , id⊕m are the identity elements
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of ⊕1, . . . ,⊕m, respectively:

〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉 ⊕ id⊕ = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉 ⊕ 〈id⊕1 , id⊕2 , . . . , id⊕m〉

= 〈x1 ⊕1 id⊕1 , x2 ⊕2 id⊕2 , . . . , xm ⊕m id⊕m〉

= 〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉

Note that while it is easy to combine AC catamorphims, it might be challenging to

compute Rα, where α is a combination of AC catamorphisms.



Chapter 5

Parameterized

Associative-Commutative (PAC)

Catamorphisms

From the base of monotonic and AC catamorphisms, there are many useful directions

to extend the work. One of the most challenging open questions is that: can we gen-

eralize the idea of catamorphisms to support parameters? As we can observe from the

previous chapters as well as from the literature [2, 55, 67], parameters (except the data

type arguments) have not been formally supported by catamorphisms when it comes

to abstracting algebraic data types. In other words, the decidability of catamorphism

functions involving parameters in addition to the data type argument has not been

studied.

76
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In this chapter1, we generalize AC catamorphisms to support additional param-

eters. This extension, called parameterized associative-commutative (PAC) catamor-

phisms subsumes the associative-commutative class, widens the set of functions that

are known to be decidable, and makes several practically important functions (such as

forall, exists, and member) over elements of algebraic data types straightforward to ex-

press. We show that PAC catamorphisms not only have all the aforementioned features

of AC catamorphisms but are also more general, cheaper to computationally reason

about, and more expressive than AC catamorphisms because of the parameterization in

the format of PAC catamorphisms:

• Expressiveness: PAC catamorphisms are strictly more expressive than AC cata-

morphisms because they can account for both element values and the structure

of data type instances, whereas AC catamorphisms can account only for element

values.

• Usability: PAC catamorphisms provide a more general way to abstract the content

of algebraic data types. In particular, some higher-order functions such as Forall,

Exists, and Member can be expressed as PAC catamorphisms while AC catamor-

phisms can only be first-order. In addition, by parameterizing the behaviors of

catamorphisms, all AC catamorphisms proposed in Chapter 4 can be augmented.

For example, consider the Multiset catamorphism mentioned before. By parame-

terizing the Multiset catamorphism, it is possible to ignore element values that are

in a user-provided blacklist, or ignore subtrees that contain elements in the black-

list. Those behaviors of the augmented Multiset catamorphism are not supported

by the construction of AC catamorphisms.

1Technically, we can combine this chapter with Chapter 4, but we would prefer to keep them separate
for the sake of clarity. In addition, we believe that AC catamorphisms can be an important foundation
for many future work; thus, we decided to devote a whole chapter for the crucial class of catamorphisms.
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• Efficiency: Unlike AC catamorphisms, PAC catamorphisms have support for

pruning some computational branches, leading to more efficient analysis.

In addition to the data type (e.g., tree t in the Multiset catamorphism), PAC cata-

morphisms support four more parameters, including one parameter for the base case of

the data type (i.e., t = Leaf), two parameters for the recursive case (i.e., t = Node), and

a predicate that serves as a filter for the recursive case. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first work that discusses the decidability of parameterized abstractions for

algebraic data types.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 proposes PAC cata-

morphisms, whose benefits are demonstrated with concrete examples in Section 5.2. To

ensure the completeness of decision procedure, PAC catamorphisms must be monotonic,

which is proved in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 shows that PAC catamorphisms preserve

all powerful properties of AC catamorphisms. Section 5.5 summarizes the relationship

between different types of catamorphisms.

5.1 Parameterized Associative-Commutative Abstractions

We present parameterized associative-commutative (PAC) catamorphisms, a general-

ized version of AC catamorphisms with four more parameters, which offer some more

important features compared with AC catamorphisms (Section 5.2). Although more

general, PAC catamorphisms are still monotonic (Section 5.3) and they preserve all the

powerful characteristics of AC catamorphisms (Section 5.4).

Definition 5.1 (Parameterized Associative-Commutative (PAC) Catamorphisms). Given

a predicate pr : E → bool, a value cleaf ∈ C, a value cpr ∈ C, and a boolean value rec,
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catamorphism2 α : τ → C is PAC if:

α(t) =



cleaf if t = Leaf

α(tL)⊕ δ(e)⊕ α(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ pr(e) = false

α(tL)⊕ cpr ⊕ α(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ pr(e) = true ∧ rec = true

cpr if t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ pr(e) = true ∧ rec = false

There are three differences in presentation between PAC and AC catamorphisms.

First, Leaf is mapped to a parametric value cleaf instead of id⊕, an identity element of

⊕. Next, element value e at each node in PAC catamorphisms is either mapped to δ(e)

or cpr depending on whether pr(e) is true or false, respectively, instead of only being

mapped to δ(e) as in AC catamorphisms. Third, PAC catamorphisms have an extra

parameter rec to determine in the case pr(e) = true whether α(t) should be computed

as α(tL)⊕ cpr ⊕ α(tR) or just as cpr.

Signature. Due to the generalization, the signature of PAC catamorphisms has four

more elements than that of AC catamorphisms, including the value cleaf ∈ C for the

Leaf case, the value cpr ∈ C for the recursive case when the predicate pr does not hold,

the definition of the predicate pr itself, and the boolean value rec to determine how the

catamorphism behaves when predicate pr holds.

Definition 5.2 (PAC signature). The signature of a PAC catamorphism α is:

sig(α) = 〈C, E ,⊕, δ, cleaf, cpr, pr, rec〉
2Strictly speaking, a PAC catamorphism should be in the form α(t, pr, cleaf, cpr, rec). However, since

the last four parameters are unchanged during the argument passing process (i.e., α(t, pr, cleaf, cpr, rec)
is computed in terms of α(tL, pr, cleaf, cpr, rec) and α(tR, pr, cleaf, cpr, rec)), we do not explicitly write the
four parameters for brevity.
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Values. If rec = true, because of the associative and commutative operator ⊕, the value

of a PAC catamorphism α for any tree t has an important property: it is independent

of the structure of the tree.

If rec = false, the value of α(t) may or may not depend on the structure of the

tree. If there exists an element value et ∈ t such that pr(et) = true, the value of α(t)

is dependent of the structure of the tree because the computation of α(t) ignores some

parts of t, depending on the location of element value et. Otherwise, the value of α(t)

is independent of the structure of the tree and simplifies to

α(t) =


cleaf if t = Leaf

α(tL)⊕ δ(e)⊕ α(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

whose value is, due to the associative and commutative operator ⊕, independent of the

locations of element values.

Corollary 6 (Values of PAC catamorphisms). The value of α(t), where α is a PAC

catamorphism, only depends on the values of elements in t and does not depend on the

relative positions of the element values iff (1) rec = true or (2) rec = false and @ element

value e ∈ E in t: pr(e) = true.

5.2 Benefits of PAC Catamorphisms

We demonstrate the advantages of PAC catamorphisms over AC catamorphisms in

terms of expressiveness, usability, and efficiency with some concrete examples.

5.2.1 Expressiveness

Theorem 5.1. PAC catamorphisms are more expressive than AC catamorphisms.
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Proof. Given a PAC catamorphism α as defined in Definition 5.1, if we fix cleaf to be

id⊕ and predicate pr to be false, α becomes:

α(t) =


id⊕ if t = Leaf

α(tL)⊕ δ(e)⊕ α(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

which is an AC catamorphism by Definition 4.1. Therefore, AC catamorphisms are a

special case of PAC catamorphisms. If we vary the values of parameters pr, cleaf, cpr,

and rec, we will get some PAC catamorphisms that are not AC.

Let us give some examples to demonstrate that some PAC catamorphisms are not

AC. First, consider the catamorphism

NLeaves(t) =


1 if t = Leaf

NLeaves(tL) + NLeaves(tR) if t = Node(tL, , tR)

which maps a tree into its number of leaves. Because 1 is not an identity element of

operator +, NLeaves is not AC. However, it is still PAC. In other words, while AC

catamorphisms only allow an identity of the operator to be used for Leaf nodes, PAC

catamorphisms do not have this restriction.

Also, PAC catamorphisms support predicates that can be defined over element values

while AC catamorphisms do not. For example, suppose we have a predicate isBad :

E → bool that determines whether an internal node is bad. We consider an internal

node Node( , e, ) to be bad if isBad(e) = true. Now consider a catamorphism called

NGN : τ → int (number of good nodes), which maps a tree into the number of “good”

internal nodes that (1) are not bad and (2) are not descendants of any bad nodes. We
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can define the catamorphism as follows:

NGN(t) =


0 if t = Leaf

NGN(tL) + 1 + NGN(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ isBad(e) = false

0 if t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ isBad(e) = true

By Corollary 5, this catamorphism is not AC because the value of NGN(t) clearly

depends on the locations of the element values of t: if we swap two element values in

the tree, good nodes can turn bad and vice versa. However, we can still define this

catamorphism as a PAC catamorphism.

5.2.2 Usability

Let us consider Negative : τ → bool, an AC catamorphism that maps a tree into true if

all of its element values are negative:

Negative(t) =


true if t = Leaf

Negative(tL) ∧ (e < 0) ∧Negative(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

Similarly, we can define the AC catamorphism Positive : τ → bool as follows:

Positive(t) =


true if t = Leaf

Positive(tL) ∧ (e > 0) ∧ Positive(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

We can observe that the two AC catamorphisms express properties expected to hold

over all elements of the tree. If we can provide a predicate pru : E → bool, then

these catamorphisms (as well as many others) can be defined by a single parametric
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catamorphism Forall : τ → bool:

Forall(t) =


true if t = Leaf

Forall(tL) ∧ pru(e) ∧ Forall(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

Obviously, Forall, as a PAC catamorphism, provides a more compact and general ab-

straction than AC catamorphisms such as Positive and Negative. Therefore, it is possible

to define high-order functions such as Forall, Exists, and Member with PAC catamor-

phisms while we cannot do this with AC catamorphisms.

5.2.3 Efficiency

Theorem 5.2. Given an AC catamorphism αAC and a PAC catamorphism αPAC , for

every tree t ∈ τ that the two catamorphisms accept as input, αPAC(t) always requires

less or equal number of recursive calls to compute its value than αAC(t).

Proof. For AC catamorphisms, when t = Node(tL, e, tR), the value of αAC(t) is always

computed in terms of αAC(tL) and αAC(tR), which in turn will be computed in terms

of αAC(their sub-trees). Hence, to compute αAC(t), the total number of function calls

we need to make to αAC is equal to size(t). For PAC catamorphisms, on the other

hand, when t = Node(tL, e, tR), αPAC(t) might or might not need to call αPAC(tL) and

αPAC(tR), depending on the value of pr(e). Thus, the total number of function calls to

αPAC to compute αPAC(t) is at most size(t).

Take the Forall catamorphism as an example. Although compact, it is not optimal

in terms of computation: if t = Node(tL, e, tR), the values of Forall(tL) and Forall(tR)

are computed regardless what pru(e) is. However, if pru(e) = false, we can conclude
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that Forall(t) = false without computing Forall(tL) and Forall(tR). Based on this ob-

servation, we can rewrite the catamorphism as follows:

Forall(t) =


true if t = Leaf

Forall(tL) ∧ true ∧ Forall(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ pru(e) = true

false if t = Node(tL, e, tR) ∧ pru(e) = false

which is PAC but not AC. Since AC catamorphisms cannot prune recursive computa-

tions while PAC catamorphisms can, PAC catamorphisms can be more efficient than

AC catamorphisms.

Table 5.1: Some PAC catamorphisms that are not AC
Name C ⊕ δ(e) cleaf cpr pr rec Value of the catamorphism

Forall bool ∧ pru(e) true false ¬pru true/false true if all element values satisfy predicate pru
Exists bool ∨ pru(e) false true pru true/false true if ∃ an element value satisfies predicate pru
Member bool ∨ (e = x) false true (e = x) true/false true if x is a member of the tree
NGN int + 1 0 0 isBad false number of good nodes
NLeaves int + 0 1 false true/false number of leaves

Table 5.1 shows the full definitions of all PAC catamorphisms discussed in Section

5.2. They are some PAC catamorphisms that cannot be naturally expressed in an AC

way. Note that from Theorem 5.1, every AC catamorphism is PAC.

5.3 The Monotonicity of PAC Catamorphisms

To work with our unrolling-based decision procedure for algebraic data types in Sec-

tion 3.3, PAC catamorphisms must be monotonic (see Definition 3.5). In this section,

we prove the monotonicity of PAC catamorphisms. First, let us introduce some new

supporting lemmas and corollaries.

Definition 5.3 (Satisfiable Predicate). Predicate pr : E → bool is satisfiable if ∃e ∈ E :

pr(e) = true.
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Lemma 5.3. Given a PAC catamorphism α with rec = false, if pr is satisfiable, then

|α−1(cpr)| =∞.

Proof. Since pr is satisfiable, from Definition 5.3, there exists e0 ∈ E such that pr(e0) =

true. Also, there are an infinite number of trees such that the element values in their

roots are e0. Furthermore, α maps each of these trees to cpr because pr(e0) = true and

rec = false. Hence, |α−1(cpr)| =∞.

Corollary 7. Given a PAC catamorphism α with rec = false and a tree t ∈ τ , if there

exists an element value et ∈ t such that pr(et) = true, then β(t) =∞.

Proof. Let tet be the tree rooted at et in t. Since pr(et) = true and rec = false, we

have α(tet) = cpr by Definition 5.1. By Lemma 5.3, |α−1(cpr)| = ∞. In other words,

|α−1
(
α(tet)

)
| = β(tet) =∞. Thus, we have β(t) =∞ by Lemma 3.11.

Corollary 8. Given a PAC catamorphism α with rec = false and t ∈ τ , either

• β(t) =∞, or

• β(t) < ∞ and for all tree t′ in the collection of β(t) trees that can map to α(t),

there does not exist any element value et′ in t′ such that pr(et′) = true.

Proof. This corollary follows immediately from Corollary 7.

We now prove a lemma about the relationship between β(t) and ns(s), which plays

an important role in proving the monotonicity of PAC catamorphisms.

Lemma 5.4. If α is a PAC catamorphism then ∀t ∈ τ : β(t) ≥ ns
(
size(t)

)
.

Proof. Let t be any tree in τ . If rec = true, from Corollary 6, the value of α(t) does not

depend on the relative locations of elements values in t. The proof of the lemma in this

case is similar to that of Lemma 4.2 with minor changes.
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If rec = false, the value of β(t) can either be infinity or not. If β(t) =∞, the lemma

follows immediately. If β(t) < ∞, from Corollary 8, there does not exist any element

value et in t such that pr(et) = true. Hence, from Corollary 6, the computation of α(t)

does not depend on the relative locations of any element values in t and we can use a

similar proof as in that of Lemma 4.1.

Now, let us prove that PAC catamorphisms are monotonic. We split the proof into

two separate cases: the first one is for the case of PAC catamorphisms with rec = true

and the other one is for PAC catamorphisms with rec = false. The proof of monotonicity

of PAC catamorphisms involves some properties of tree shapes (see Definition 3.2) and

strict subtrees (see Definition 3.6) defined before.

Lemma 5.5. PAC catamorphisms with rec = true are monotonic.

Proof. Let α be a PAC catamorphism with rec = true. Let hα = 4. Consider any tree

t ∈ τ such that height(t) ≥ hα = 4. If β(t) = ∞, the monotonic condition for t in

Definition 3.5 holds.

On the other hand, suppose β(t) <∞. By Lemma 3.5, ∃t0 ∈ τ : t0 � t∧height(t0) =

height(t) − 1 ≥ 3. Let Q be the set of internal nodes that are in t but not in t0. Q is

not empty since t0 � t. Let e1, . . . , e|Q| be the elements stored in |Q| nodes in Q. We

define a new mapping function as follows:

δ′(e) =


δ(e) if pr(e) = false

cpr if pr(e) = true

and the value of α(t) can be computed as follows:

α(t) = α(t0) ⊕ δ′(e1) ⊕ δ′(e2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ′(e|Q|) ⊕ cleaf ⊕ . . . ⊕ cleaf︸ ︷︷ ︸
|Q| occurrences of cleaf

(5.1)
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Next, we construct a tree tQ from e1, . . . , e|Q| as in Figure 4.2. By Property 3.3,

height(t0) ≥ 3 implies size(t0) ≥ 7. By Lemma 3.2, ns
(
size(t0)

)
≥ ns(7) > 2. By

Lemma 5.4, β(t0) ≥ ns
(
size(t0)

)
> 2. Since there is at most one Leaf tree in the set of

β(t0) trees that can map to α(t0), there are at least β(t0)−1 bigger-than-Leaf trees that

can map to α(t0). Since β(t0) > 2, the number of such bigger-than-Leaf trees is at least

2. Let t′0 and t′′0 be any two of them. That is, t′0 and t′′0 are two different bigger-than-Leaf

trees and

α(t′0) = α(t′′0) = α(t0) (5.2)

Note also that all bigger-than-Leaf trees in τ , including t′0 and t′′0, have at least two

leaves at their lowest depths.

Consider t′0. Let leaf′1 and leaf′2 be any pair of distinct leaves at the lowest depth

of t′0. Let t′01 and t′02 be the trees obtained by replacing leaf′1 and leaf′2 in t′0 with tQ,

respectively. Since tQ 6= Leaf, we have t′01 6= t′02. We have

α(t′01) = α(t′02)

= α(t′0) ⊕ δ′(e1) ⊕ δ′(e2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ′(e|Q|) ⊕ cleaf ⊕ . . . ⊕ cleaf︸ ︷︷ ︸
|Q| occurrences of cleaf

= α(t) [From Equations (5.1) and (5.2)]

Hence, from any bigger-than-Leaf tree that can map to α(t0), we can generate at least

two different trees that can map to α(t).

Consider t′′0. We construct two different trees t′′01 and t′′02 from t′′0 and tQ such that

α(t′′01) = α(t′′02) = α(t) using the same method as before. Since t′0 6= t′′0, four trees

t′01, t
′
02, t

′′
01, and t′′02 are mutually different. Figure 5.1 shows their relationship.

Moreover, t′0 and t′′0 are any pair of different bigger-than-Leaf trees that can map to

α(t0). Thus, from the set of at least β(t0) − 1 distinct bigger-than-Leaf trees that can
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Figure 5.1: Relationship between t′0, t
′′
0 and t′01, t

′
02, t

′′
01, t

′′
02

map to α(t0), we can generate at least 2 ×
(
β(t0) − 1

)
distinct trees that can map to

α(t). Hence, β(t) ≥ 2 ×
(
β(t0) − 1

)
, which leads to β(t) > β(t0) since β(t0) > 2. As a

result, α is monotonic based on Definition 3.5.

Lemma 5.6. PAC catamorphisms with rec = false are monotonic.

Proof. Let α be a PAC catamorphism with rec = false. The proof outline is as follows:

1. If pr is unsatisfiable, catamorphism α is also a PAC catamorphism with rec = true.

Thus, α is monotonic from Lemma 5.5.

2. On the other hand, if pr is satisfiable, consider any tree t ∈ τ of height at least

hα = 2. There are two sub-cases as follows.

(a) If ∃et ∈ t : pr(et) = true, we show that β(t) = ∞, which implies the mono-

tonicity of α by Definition 3.5.

(b) If @et ∈ t : pr(et) = true, we show that ∃t0 ∈ τ such that height(t0) =

height(t)− 1 and β(t0) < β(t). Hence, α is monotonic by Definition 3.5.

We now present the proof in detail. If predicate pr is unsatisfiable, the definition of

the PAC catamorphism α can be rewritten as follows:

α(t) =


cleaf if t = Leaf

α(tL)⊕ δ(e)⊕ α(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)
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which can easily be mapped to a special case of the definition of a PAC catamorphism

with rec = true, which is monotonic by Lemma 5.5. Thus, α is monotonic.

On the other hand, consider the case when predicate pr is satisfiable. We will prove

that α is monotonic with hα = 2. Let t ∈ τ be any tree of height at least 2. There are

two sub-cases to consider:

Sub-case 1: [There exists an element value et in t such that pr(et) = true]. From

Corollary 7, β(t) =∞. Therefore, the monotonic condition holds for t.

Sub-case 2: [There does not exist any element values in t to make pr hold]. From

Lemma 3.5, there exists t0 ∈ τ such that t0 � t and height(t0) = height(t) − 1 ≥ 1.

Our goal is to prove that either β(t) =∞ or β(t0) < β(t).

Let Q be the collection of internal nodes that are in t but not in t0. Q is not empty

since t0 � t. Let e1, e2, . . . , e|Q| be all the element values in Q. By construction, every

element value in t0 and Q must be in the collection of element values in t. The condition

in this sub-case implies that there does not exist any element values in t, t0, and Q that

can make pr hold. Therefore, we have

α(t) = α(t0) ⊕ δ(e1) ⊕ δ(e2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ(e|Q|) ⊕ cleaf ⊕ . . . ⊕ cleaf︸ ︷︷ ︸
|Q| occurrences of cleaf

(5.3)

Let t′0 ∈ τ be any tree in the collection of β(t0) trees that can map to α(t0) via

catamorphism α. Note that t0 is also in this collection. Hence, we have

α(t′0) = α(t0) (5.4)

Next, we construct a tree tQ from e1, . . . , e|Q| as in Figure 4.2. Given tQ, by replacing
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leafQ1 with t′0, we obtain a distinct tree t′01 such that:

α(t′01) = α(t′0) ⊕ δ(e1) ⊕ δ(e2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ(e|Q|) ⊕ cleaf ⊕ . . . ⊕ cleaf︸ ︷︷ ︸
|Q| occurrences of cleaf

(5.5)

From Equations (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5), we have: α(t) = α(t′01). Thus, from each tree

t′0 in the set of β(t0) distinct trees that can map to α(t0), we can generate a distinct

tree t′01 that can map to α(t). Hence, from β(t0) distinct trees that can map to α(t0),

we can generate at least β(t0) distinct trees that can map to α(t).

Let BleafQ1 be the set of β(t0) distinct trees that can map to α(t) generated by the

substitutions of leafQ1 in tQ as discussed before. Obviously, leafQ2 exists in all the trees

in BleafQ1 since leafQ2 is untouched during the substitution process.

Figure 5.2: The constructions of t′01 and t02.

Next, we show that there exists at least another tree that can map to α(t) but

is not in BleafQ1 . Given tQ, we now replace leafQ2 with t0 to obtain a tree t02. The

constructions of t′01 and t02 are shown in Figure 5.2. We have:

α(t02) = α(t0) ⊕ δ(e1) ⊕ δ(e2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ δ(e|Q|) ⊕ cleaf ⊕ . . . ⊕ cleaf︸ ︷︷ ︸
|Q| occurrences of cleaf

= α(t) [ From Equation (5.3) ]

Thus, t02 is also a tree that can map to α(t). Since height(t0) ≥ 1, t0 must not be a

Leaf tree. Therefore, by replacing leafQ2 in tQ with t0 to obtain t02, leafQ2 must not be
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in t02. Moreover, since leafQ2 is in all the trees in BleafQ1, tree t02 is different from all

the trees in BleafQ1 . Thus, there are at least β(t0) + 1 distinct trees that can map to

α(t), including t02 and those in BleafQ1 . In other words,

β(t0) + 1 ≤ β(t)

∴ β(t0) < β(t)

Therefore, if β(t0) is infinite, β(t) must also be infinite; otherwise, if β(t0) is finite,

we have β(t0) < β(t). Hence, the monotonic condition holds for t by Definition 3.5.

Theorem 5.7. PAC catamorphisms are monotonic.

Proof. The theorem follows from Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6.

5.4 AC Features in PAC Catamorphisms

AC catamorphisms have some powerful properties: they are detectable, combinable,

and only require an exponentially small number of unrollings for the decision procedure

in Section 3.3. This section shows that PAC catamorphisms still have all the properties

of AC catamorphisms.

Detection. Like AC catamorphisms, PAC catamorphisms can be detected. A cata-

morphism written in the format in Definition 5.1 is PAC if ⊕ is an associative and

commutative operator over the collection domain C. We can use SMT solvers [41, 40]

or theorem provers [16] to check this property of operator ⊕.

Exponentially Small Upper Bound of the Number of Unrollings. Since PAC

catamorphisms are monotonic (Theorem 5.7), they can be used in the decision procedure

in Section 3.3. Like AC catamorphisms, PAC catamorphisms guarantee that the number
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of unrollings is exponentially small compared with the size of the input formula, which

is represented by the maximum number of inequalities between tree terms in the input

formula. The proof of the exponentially small number of unrollings is nearly the same as

that in Section 4.3; the only difference is that we use Lemma 5.4 to generalize the result

for PAC catamorphisms instead of Lemma 4.1, which only works for AC catamorphisms.

Combining PAC Catamorphisms. One of the most powerful properties of PAC

catamorphisms is that they can be combinable. Let α1, . . . , αm be m PAC catamor-

phisms, where the signature of the i-th catamorphim (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is

sig(αi) = 〈Ci, E ,⊕i, δi, cleafi, cpri, pr, rec〉

Catamorphism α with signature sig(α) = 〈C, E ,⊕, δ, cleaf, cpr, pr, rec〉 is a combination of

α1, . . . , αm if

• C is the domain of m-tuples, where the ith element of each tuple is in Ci.

• ⊕ : (C, C)→ C is defined as follows, given 〈x1, . . . , xm〉, 〈y1, . . . , ym〉 ∈ C:

〈x1, x2, . . . , xm〉 ⊕ 〈y1, y2, . . . , ym〉 = 〈x1 ⊕1 y1, x2 ⊕2 y2, . . . , xm ⊕m ym〉

• δ : E → C is defined as follows:

δ(e) =
〈
δ1(e), δ2(e), . . . , δm(e)

〉

• cleaf : C is defined as follows:

cleaf = 〈cleaf1, cleaf2, . . . , cleafm〉
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• cpr : C is defined as follows:

cpr = 〈cpr1, cpr2, . . . , cprm〉

Theorem 5.8. A combination of PAC catamorphisms is PAC.

Proof. Let α be a combination of m PAC catamorphisms α1, . . . , αm. By construction,

it is straightforward that α is written in the format of a PAC catamorphism in Definition

5.1. We prove α is really a PAC catamorphism by showing that ⊕ is an associative and

commutative operator. The structure of the proof is now the same as that in the proof

of Theorem 4.4.

5.5 The Relationship between Catamorphisms

We have summarized two types of catamorphisms previously proposed by Suter et al.

[2], including infinitely surjective and sufficiently surjective catamorphisms in Definitions

3.1 and 3.3, respectively. We have also proposed different classes of catamorphisms,

including monotonic (Definition 3.5), AC (Definition 4.1), and PAC catamorphisms

(Definition 5.1) that are used in our decision procedure. This section discusses how

these classes of catamorphisms are related to each other and how they fit into the big

picture. Their relationship is shown in Figure 5.3 with some catamorphism examples.

Let us consider each pair of catamorphism classes in more detail as follows:

• Between monotonic and sufficiently surjective catamorphisms: Corollary 4 shows

that all monotonic catamorphisms are sufficiently surjective. This shows that

although the definition of monotonic catamorphisms from this dissertation and the

idea of sufficiently surjective catamorphisms from Suter et al. [2] may look different

from each other, they are actually closely related. We have also observed that even
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Figure 5.3: Relationship between different types of catamorphisms

though the set of sufficiently surjective catamorphisms is theoretically a super-set

of that of monotonic catamorphisms (Corollary 4), in practice, however, we are

not aware of any sufficiently surjective catamorphisms that are not monotonic (at

the time of writing).

• Between infinitely surjective and monotonic catamorphisms: All infinitely surjec-

tive catamorphisms are monotonic, as proved in Lemma 3.3. Therefore, infinitely

surjective catamorphisms are not just a sub-class of sufficiently surjective cata-

morphisms as presented in Suter et al. [2], they are also a sub-class of monotonic

catamorphisms. As a result, we can use infinitely surjective catamorphisms with

our decision procedure.

• Between AC and PAC catamorphisms: All AC catamorphisms are PAC, as shown

in Theorem 5.1. The difference between them is that PAC catamorphisms have

more parameters and hence more general, but also more complicated than AC

catamorphisms.

• Between PAC and monotonic catamorphisms: All PAC catamorphisms are mono-

tonic, as proved in Theorem 5.7. Consequently, both AC and PAC catamorphisms
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are supported by our decision procedure.

• Between infinitely surjective and AC/PAC catamorphisms: The set of infinitely

surjective catamorphisms and that of AC/PAC catamorphisms are intersecting,

as shown in Figure 5.3 with some catamorphism examples.

Summary. We have presented parameterized associative-commutative (PAC) cata-

morphisms, a generalized version of associative-commutative (AC) catamorphisms. We

have shown that PAC catamorphisms have all the powerful features of AC catamor-

phisms: they are automatically detectable, combinable, and guarantee an exponentially

small number of unrollings for the unrolling-based decision procedure. Furthermore, we

have demonstrated that PAC catamorphisms are more general, computationally opti-

mal, and expressive than AC ones.



Chapter 6

Experimental Results

6.1 RADA: A Tool for Reasoning about Algebraic Data

Types

In this chapter, we present RADA, a portable, scalable open source tool for reasoning

about formulas containing algebraic data types using catamorphism (fold) functions.

It can function as a back-end for reasoning about recursive programs that manipulate

algebraic types. The algorithms behind RADA were described in previous chapters.

RADA operates by successively unrolling catamorphisms and uses either CVC4 [41]

and Z3 [40] as reasoning engines. We have used RADA for reasoning about functional

implementations of complex data structures and to reason about guard applications that

determine whether XML messages should be allowed to cross network security domains.

Promising experimental results demonstrate that RADA can be used in several practical

contexts.

96
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6.1.1 Motivation

Tools have been created to reason about algebraic data types, such as the Leon veri-

fication system [55, 61] that works on top of Z3 and reasons over functions containing

complex algebraic data structures written in Scala. However, these tools tend to be

tightly integrated with the host language that they reason over: the Leon verification

system is tightly integrated with Scala. For broader applicability, we would like to have

a language-agnostic tool to perform this reasoning.

We introduce RADA1, an open source tool to reason about algebraic data types

with abstractions that is conformant with the SMT-Lib 2.0 format [50]. RADA was

designed to be host-language and solver-independent and it can use either CVC4 or

Z3 as its underlying SMT solver. RADA has also been tested on all major platforms.

RADA has also been successfully integrated into the Guardol system [3], replacing our

implementation of the Suter-Dotta-Kuncak decision procedure [2] on top of OpenSMT

[42] in the Guardol system [3]. Experiments show that our tool is reliable, fast, and

works seamlessly across multiple platforms, including Windows, Unix, and Mac OS.

6.1.2 Tool Architecture

Figure 6.1 shows the overall architecture of RADA, which follows closely the decision

procedure described in Section 3.3. We use CVC4 [41] and Z3 [40] as the underlying

SMT solvers in RADA because of their powerful abilities to reason about recursive data

types. The grammar of RADA in Figure 6.2 is based on the SMT-Lib 2.0 [50] format

with some new syntax for selectors, testers, data type declarations, and catamorphism

declarations.

Note that although selectors, testers, and data type declarations are not defined in

SMT-Lib 2.0, all of them are currently supported by both CVC4 and Z3; therefore, only

1http://crisys.cs.umn.edu/rada/.

http://crisys.cs.umn.edu/rada/
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Is SAT (without 
control condition)?

Is SAT (with
control condition)?

RADA
Source

RADA
Parser

Unrolling
Loop

SMT Solver 
(Z3 or CVC4)

UNSAT

SAT
Yes

NoYes

No

Figure 6.1: RADA architecture.

〈command〉1 ::= ( declare-datatypes () 〈datatype〉+ )
〈datatype〉 ::= ( 〈symbol〉 〈datatype branch〉+ )

〈datatype branch〉 ::= ( 〈symbol〉 〈datatype branch para〉∗ )
〈datatype branch para〉 ::= ( 〈symbol〉 〈sort〉 )

〈command〉2 ::= ( define-catamorphism 〈catamorphism〉 )
〈catamorphism〉 ::= ( 〈symbol〉 ( 〈sort〉 ) 〈sort〉 〈term〉

[:post-cond 〈term〉] )

〈selector application〉 ::= 〈symbol〉 〈symbol〉
〈tester application〉 ::= is-〈symbol〉 〈symbol〉

Figure 6.2: RADA grammar.

catamorphism declarations are not understood by these solvers. :post-cond, which is

used to declare Rα, is optional because we do not need to specify Rα when α is a

surjective function (e.g., catamorphism SumTree discussed in Example 6.1).

Example 6.1 (RADA syntax). Let us consider an example to illustrate the syntax

used in RADA. Suppose we have a data type RealTree that represents a binary tree of

real numbers. Each node of the tree can be either a Leaf or a Node(left : RealTree, elem :

Real, right : RealTree). To abstract a RealTree, we could use a function SumTree :

RealTree→ Real that maps the tree into a number showing the sum of all the elements

stored in the tree.

A RealTree, which can be a leaf or a root node with two subtrees and a number
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stored in the node, can be written in RADA syntax as follows:

(declare-datatypes () (

(RealTree

(Leaf)

(Node (left RealTree)

(elem Real)

(right RealTree)))))

Next, a RealTree can be abstracted into a real number representing the sum of all

elements in the tree by catamorphism SumTree, which is recursively defined as follows:

(define-catamorphism SumTree ((foo RealTree)) Real

(ite (is-Leaf foo)

0.0

(+ (SumTree (left foo))

(elem foo)

(SumTree (right foo)))))

In the above SumTree definition, is-Leaf is a tester that checks if a RealTree is a leaf

node and left foo, elem foo, and right foo are selectors that select the corresponding

data type branches in a RealTree named foo. Given the definitions of data type RealTree

and catamorphism SumTree, one may want to check some properties of a RealTree in an

SMT style, for example:

(declare-fun t1 () RealTree)

(declare-fun t2 () RealTree)

(declare-fun t3 () RealTree)

(assert (= t1 (Node t2 5.0 t3)))
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(assert (= (SumTree t1) 5.0))

(check-sat)

As expected, RADA returns sat for the above example. M

6.1.3 Implementation Improvement

RADA was first published at ESEC/FSE 2013 [76]. Since then, we have been working

on improving the performance of the tool. Compared with the version published at

ESEC/FSE 2013, the current version2 has been dramatically improved in terms of

speed. Table 6.1 shows the running times of the two versions of RADA on some complex

Guardol benchmarks3. The running times were measured on a Ubuntu machine using an

Intel Core I5 running at 2.8 GHz with 4GB RAM. For brevity, we denote the ESEC/FSE

version of RADA by RADAFSE and the current version by RADAcurrent.

Table 6.1: The improvement in performance of RADA

Benchmark name # obligations
Time (s)

RADAFSE RADAcurrent

Email Guard Correct All.rada 17 0.527s 0.153s
RBTree.Black Property.rada 12 141.024s 25.704s
RBTree.Red Property.rada 12 7.968s 1.956s
array checksum.SumListAdd Alt.rada 13 0.325s 0.156s

As we can observe from Table 6.1, RADAcurrent is multiple times faster than RADAFSE.

The main techniques among other things that we used to achieve this improvement are:

(1) solve proof obligations in parallel, (2) reuse the definitions of catamorphism bodies

when unrolling, and (3) solve each proof obligation incrementally.

2At the time of writing (February 2014).
3Full experimental results will be presented later in Section 6.2.
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Solve proof obligations in parallel. We can write multiple proof obligations in

RADA; each of them can be put in a push-pop pair as in SMT-Lib 2.0 [50]. For instance,

(push)

// Obligation A

(pop)

(push)

// Obligation B

(pop)

In RADAFSE, proof obligations are handled sequentially. In other words, proof

obligation B can only be considered after proof obligation A has been completely dis-

charged. On the contrary, RADAcurrent discharges proof obligations in parallel. It

supports a thread pool of a configurable size of proof obligations. All the proof obli-

gations in the pool are solved concurrently and all the remaining proof obligations are

put in a waiting list. As soon as a proof obligation in the thread pool is discharged, the

pool adds a new proof obligation from the waiting list to the pool (if any).

Reuse the definitions of catamorphism bodies when unrolling. In RADAFSE,

when we have a catamorphism application, e.g., SumTree (Node(t2 5.0 t3)) with the

SumTree catamorphism and tree terms t2 and t3 in Example 6.1, the catamorphism

application is assigned to the corresponding definition of the catamorphism body with

the given parameter. In this case, it will be as follows:

;; Method (1)

(assert (= (SumTree (Node(t2 5.0 t3)))

(ite (is-Leaf (Node(t2 5.0 t3)))
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0.0

(+ (SumTree (left (Node(t2 5.0 t3))))

(elem (Node(t2 5.0 t3)))

(SumTree (right (Node(t2 5.0 t3))))))))

However, as the unrolling procedure progresses, tree parameters will keep getting

bigger (because they are unrolled) and catamorphism applications will appear highly

frequently in the SMT query. This leads to the following issue: the definitions of

catamorphism bodies appear again and again. To address this issue, it is desirable to be

able to reuse the definitions of catamorphism bodies. To do that, RADAcurrent creates

a user-defined function for each catamorphism body, for example with the SumTree

catamorphism:

(define-fun SumTree_GeneratedCatDefineFun((foo RealTree)) Real (

ite (is-Leaf foo)

0.0

( + (SumTree (left foo))

(elem foo)

(SumTree (right foo)))))

and whenever we want to calculate a catamorphism application, we just need to call the

corresponding user-defined function we just created:

;; Method (2)

(assert (= (SumTree (Node(t2 5.0 t3)))

(SumTree_GeneratedCatDefineFun ((Node(t2 5.0 t3))))))

We can also parameterize the above equality assertion by creating another user-defined

function for it as follows:
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(define-fun SumTree_GeneratedUnrollDefineFun ((foo RealTree)) Bool (

= (SumTree foo) (SumTree_GeneratedCatDefineFun foo)))

and now all what we need to do is using the short, newly created function:

;; Method (3)

(assert (SumTree_GeneratedUnrollDefineFun ((Node(t2 5.0 t3)))))

As we can observe, the performance of RADA is significantly improved by imple-

menting method (3) as in RADAcurrent instead of method (1) as in RADAFSE. When

we need to unroll a catamorphism application, we just need to call the corresponding

user-defined function with suitable parameters instead of expanding tree terms repeat-

edly.

Solve each proof obligation incrementally. We observe that in our unrolling-

based decision procedure, we need two calls to an SMT solver (i.e., two decide calls in

Algorithm 3) at each unrolling step to determine whether we have found a trustworthy

SAT /UNSAT answer or not. One of the reasons why RADAFSE is not very fast was

because all the calls to the SMT solver were handled independently. That is, for each

call to the SMT solver, RADAFSE initializes an instance of the SMT solver, checks the

satisfiability of the current SMT query by the SMT solver instance, and then closes

the instance of the SMT solver, forgetting all the information the SMT solver instance

has collected. There are two issues with this approach: (1) RADAFSE does not take

advantage of what the SMT solver instance has learned from the previous SMT query,

and (2) RADAFSE pays a price in terms of performance for initializing and closing the

SMT solver instance all the time.

In contrast, RADAcurrent handles both issues, making the version much faster than
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RADAFSE. First, RADAcurrent solves each proof obligation incrementally, i.e., the in-

formation collected from the SMT queries is reused over time. Second, there is only

one instance of the SMT solver for each proof obligation we want to solve; in other

words, RADAcurrent creates an instance of the SMT solver when we start solving the

proof obligation and only closes the SMT solver instance after the obligation has been

completely discharged.

Example 6.2 (Incremental solving with RADA). To demonstrate how we solve each

proof obligation incrementally in RADAcurrent, let us present step by step the way

RADAcurrent solves the RealTree example in Example 6.1. First, RADAcurrent sends to

an SMT solver the information about the RealTree data type:

(declare-datatypes () (

(RealTree

(Leaf)

(Node (left RealTree)

(elem Real)

(right RealTree)))))

Next, RADAcurrent declares an uninterpreted function called SumTree, which represents

the SumTree catamorphism in Example 6.1. Note that the SMT solver views SumTree

as an uninterpreted function: the solver does not know what content of the function is;

it only knows that SumTree takes as input a RealTree and returns a Real value as the

output.

(declare-fun SumTree (RealTree) Real)

RADAcurrent then feeds to the SMT solver the original problem we want to solve:
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(declare-fun t1 () RealTree)

(declare-fun t2 () RealTree)

(declare-fun t3 () RealTree)

(assert (= t1 (Node t2 5.0 t3)))

(assert (= (SumTree t1) 5.0))

Additionally, RADAcurrent creates two user-defined functions as previously discussed as

a preprocessing step:

(define-fun SumTree_GeneratedCatDefineFun((foo RealTree)) Real (

ite (is-Leaf foo)

0.0

( + (SumTree (left foo))

(elem foo)

(SumTree (right foo)))))

(define-fun SumTree_GeneratedUnrollDefineFun ((foo RealTree)) Bool (

= (SumTree foo) (SumTree_GeneratedCatDefineFun foo)))

RADAcurrent then tries to check the satisfiability of the problem without unrolling any

catamorphism application:

(check-sat)

The SMT solver will return sat. In this case, we are using the uninterpreted function;

hence, the sat result is untrustworthy. Therefore, we have to continue the process by

unrolling the catamorphism application SumTree t1. We also add a push statement and

then add the control conditions to the problems before checking its satisfiability. Note

that the push statement is used here to mark the position in which the control conditions
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are located, so that we can remove the control conditions later by a corresponding pop

statement.

; Unrolling step

(assert (SumTree_GeneratedUnrollDefineFun t1))

(push)

; Assertions for control conditions

(assert (not (not (is-Leaf t1))))

(check-sat)

The SMT solver will return unsat, which means using the control conditions might be

too restrictive and we have to remove the control conditions by using a pop statement

and try again:

; Remove the control conditions

(pop)

(check-sat)

However, when checking the satisfiability without control conditions, we get sat from

the SMT solver again. According to our unrolling decision procedure in Algorithm 3, we

have to try another unrolling step; thus, RADAcurrent sends the following to the SMT

solver:

; Unrolling step

(assert (SumTree_GeneratedUnrollDefineFun (left t1)))

(assert (SumTree_GeneratedUnrollDefineFun (right t1)))

(push)
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; Assertions for control conditions

(assert (not (not (is-Leaf (left t1)))))

(assert (not (not (is-Leaf (right t1)))))

(check-sat)

This time the SMT solver still returns sat. However, we are using control conditions

and getting sat, which means that the sat result is trustworthy. Therefore, RADAcurrent

returns sat as the answer to the original problem. This example has shown how we

can use only one instance of the SMT solver to solve the problem incrementally with

RADA. M

6.2 Experimental Results

We have implemented our decision procedure in RADA and evaluated the tool with a

collection of benchmark guard examples listed in Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. The results are

very promising: all of the benchmark examples were automatically verified by RADA

in a short amount of time.

6.2.1 Experiments on AC catamorphisms

Table 6.2 contains simple manually created benchmarks involving AC catamorphisms.

The first set consists of examples related to Sum, an AC catamorphism that computes

the sum of all element values in a tree. The second set contains combinations of AC

catamorphisms that are used to verify some interesting properties such as (1) there does

not exist a tree with at least one element value that is both positive and negative and

(2) the minimum value in a tree cannot be bigger than the maximum value in the tree.

The definitions of the AC catamorphisms used in the benchmarks are as follows.
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Table 6.2: Experimental results on benchmarks with AC catamorphisms

Benchmark Result Time (s)

Single AC catamorphisms

sumtree01 sat 0.039
sumtree02 sat 0.037
sumtree03 sat 0.083
sumtree04 unsat 0.034
sumtree05 sat 0.041
sumtree06 sat 0.038
sumtree07 sat 0.031
sumtree08 unsat 0.035
sumtree09 unsat 0.033
sumtree10 sat 0.032
sumtree11 sat 0.043
sumtree12 unsat 0.033
sumtree13 sat 0.025
sumtree14 unsat 0.044

Combination of AC catamorphisms

min max01 unsat 0.057
min max02 unsat 0.738
min max sum01 unsat 1.165
min max sum02 sat 0.149
min max sum03 sat 0.357
min max sum04 sat 0.373
min size sum01 unsat 0.873
min size sum02 sat 0.114
negative positive01 unsat 0.038
negative positive02 unsat 0.136

• Sum maps a tree to the sum of all element values in the tree. We assume that E

is a numeric type.

Sum(t) =


0 if t = Leaf

Sum(tL) + e+ Sum(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

• Max is defined in a similar way to Min in Table 3.1.

• Negative maps a tree to true if all the element values in the tree are negative and

false otherwise. We assume that E is a numeric type and Leaf is both positive and
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negative.

Negative(t) =


true if t = Leaf

Negative(tL) ∧ (e < 0) ∧Negative(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

• Positive maps a tree to true if all the element values in the tree are positive and

false otherwise. We assume that E is a numeric type and Leaf is both positive and

negative.

Positive(t) =


true if t = Leaf

Positive(tL) ∧ (e > 0) ∧ Positive(tR) if t = Node(tL, e, tR)

6.2.2 Experiments on PAC catamorphisms

Table 6.3 consists of 12 benchmarks involving PAC catamorphisms; some of them rep-

resent important higher-order functions such as forall, exists, and member.

• Each of the first 10 benchmarks in Table 6.3 only involves one catamorphism.

Catamorphisms NLeaves, Forall and NGN have been introduced in Section 5.2.

Catamorphism Exists maps a tree into true if the tree contains at least one element

value that satisfies a user-provided predicate pru while catamorphism Member

maps a tree into true if the tree contains a user-provided value x.

• The last two examples consist of the combination of NGN and a slightly modified

version of the catamorphism to demonstrate the combinability of PAC catamor-

phisms as discussed in Section 5.4.
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Table 6.3: Experimental results on benchmarks with PAC catamorphisms

Benchmark Result Time (s)

Single PAC catamorphisms

forall01 sat 0.352
forall02 unsat 0.246
exists01 sat 0.046
exists02 unsat 0.048
member01 sat 0.167
member02 unsat 0.257
nleaves01 sat 0.332
nleaves02 unsat 0.161
ngn01 sat 0.428
ngn02 unsat 0.113

Combination of PAC catamorphisms
ngn ngn01 sat 0.556
ngn ngn02 unsat 0.157

6.2.3 Experiments on Guardol benchmarks

In addition to AC and PAC catamorphisms, we have also experimented RADA with

some examples in Table 6.4 containing general non-PAC parameterized catamorphisms

automatically generated from the Guardol verification system [3]. They consist of veri-

fication conditions to prove some interesting properties of red black trees and the check-

sums of trees of arrays. These examples are complex: each of them contains multiple

verification conditions, some data types, and a number of mutually related parameter-

ized catamorphisms. For example, the Email Guard benchmark has 8 mutually recursive

data types, 6 catamorphisms, and 17 complex obligations.

Table 6.4: Experimental results on complex guard benchmarks from Guardol [3]

Benchmark Result Time (s)

Email Guard Correct All 17 unsats ≈ 0.009/obligation
RBTree.Black Property 12 unsats ≈ 2.142/obligation
RBTree.Red Property 12 unsats ≈ 0.163/obligation
array checksum.SumListAdd 2 unsats ≈ 0.028/obligation
array checksum.SumListAdd Alt 13 unsats ≈ 0.012/obligation

All benchmarks were run on a Ubuntu machine using an Intel Core I5 running at
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2.8 GHz with 4GB RAM. All the running time was measured when Z3 was used as the

reasoning engine of the tool. RADA, its source code, and all the benchmarks in this

dissertation are available at http://crisys.cs.umn.edu/rada/.

http://crisys.cs.umn.edu/rada/


Chapter 7

Conclusion and Discussion

In this dissertation, we have proposed an unrolling-based decision procedure for alge-

braic data types with monotonic catamorphisms. Like sufficiently surjective catamor-

phisms, monotonic catamorphisms are fold functions that map algebraic data types into

values in a decidable domain. We have shown that all sufficiently surjective catamor-

phisms known in the literature to date [2] are also monotonic. We have established

an upper bound of the number of unrollings with monotonic catamorphisms. Further-

more, we have pointed out a sub-class of monotonic catamorphisms, namely associative-

commutative (AC) catamorphisms, which are proved to be detectable, combinable, and

guarantee an exponentially small maximum number of unrollings thanks to their close

relationship with Catalan numbers. Our combination results extend the set of problems

that can easily be reasoned about using the catamorphism-based approach.

In addition, we have proposed parameterized associative-commutative (PAC) cata-

morphisms, a generalized version of associative-commutative (AC) catamorphisms and

have shown that PAC catamorphisms have all the powerful features of AC catamor-

phisms: they are automatically detectable, combinable, and guarantee an exponentially

small number of unrollings for the unrolling-based decision procedure. Furthermore, we

112
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have shown that PAC catamorphisms are more general, computationally optimal, and

expressive than AC ones.

We have also presented RADA, an open source tool to reason about inductive data

types. RADA fully supports all types of catamorphisms discussed in this dissertation

as well as other general user-defined abstraction functions. The tool was designed to be

simple, efficient, portable, and easy to use. The successful uses of RADA in the Guardol

project [3] demonstrate that RADA not only could serve as a good research prototype

tool but also holds great promise for being used in other real world applications.

Future Work and Discussion

There are a number of areas in which the unrolling-based decision procedure and the

RADA system can be improved or extended. Beyond the practical need to investigate

and improve the scaling aspects of our algorithms, there are a few interesting research

directions.

Capture catamorphism ranges. One of the challenges we would like to work on in

the future is to ensure the completeness of the decision procedure by accurately captur-

ing the ranges of monotonic catamorphisms. Without an accurate range, the decision

procedure loses completeness. This is not a problem for surjective catamorphisms such

as Min or Sum, to name a few, because the ranges of surjective catamorphisms are

equal to their codomains. However, for a non-surjective catamorphism such as Height,

we need to encode its range by a predicate Rα as discussed in Algorithm 3:

Height(t) ≥ 0
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because without the range constraint, the underlying SMT solvers can assign a negative

value to Height(t) when Height(t) is treated as an uninterpreted function.

This issue can easily occur when we combine multiple AC catamorphisms because

a catamorphism results from the combination of multiple other ones can have a very

complicated range. For example, consider Min and Sum, two simple surjective AC

catamorphisms. The range constraint of their combination is as follows:

Min(t) = None ∧ Sum(t) = 0

∨ Min(t) < 0

∨ Min(t) ≥ 0 ∧
(
Sum(t) = Min(t) ∨ Sum(t) ≥ 2×Min(t)

)

which is not trivial to come up with. When we have more AC catamorphisms, it is even

harder to compute the range. A practical way to handle this situation is to use a sound

approximation of the range and refine it as needed using induction and an SMT solver,

as previously presented in Section 3.3.

Improve the termination conditions. The termination argument of our decision

procedure is based on D = depthmax
φin

+1+hp (as in Theorem 3.13), a value that captures

the maximum depth of unrollings needed for a conclusion of satisfiability to be drawn.

It would not be difficult to naively over-approximate the maximum depth D based on

the number of distinct tree terms in the formula; however, computing D correctly would

require implementing an accurate tree unification/disunification as in Barrett et al. [53]

because we need to compute the maximum depth of any tree term in the formula (for

computing depthmax
φin

) and the number of disequalities among tree terms (for computing

hp). This has not been supported in RADA.
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Given an input formula and a maximum depth D, if the catamorphism in the formula

is monotonic and we have an accurate range Rα of the catamorphism, our decision

procedure can terminate after no more than D number of unrollings. The reason is

that if we exceed D, we can immediately conclude that the input formula is satisfiable

(Corollary 3). However, if we do not know if our catamorphism is monotonic or if Rα is

correct or not, we can still process as follows. First, we check if the satisfying assignment

after exceeding D is valid or not. If it is valid, we have a satisfiable formula; otherwise,

either the catamorphism is not monotonic or Rα is incorrect. If Rα is incorrect, which

is a property we can check using induction and an SMT solver, we can refine Rα. On

the contrary, the catamorphism is not monotonic and we need to revise it.

The above observation suggests that there is a strong relationship between the max-

imum depth D, the monotonicity of the catamorphism, and the range of the catamor-

phism. In the future, we would like to investigate the relationship further to improve

the termination conditions of our decision procedure.

Support strings in RADA. Our verification strategy has focused on reasoning

about unbounded data, as this is the central difficulty in reasoning about guard ap-

plications. However, there are many directions in which this work can and should be

extended. The most significant omission is the ability to reason about string opera-

tions. In the current Guardol tool suite we treat strings as uninterpreted types and

string operations as uninterpreted functions and so cannot reason in a complete way

about string-manipulating guards. For example, we would be unable to prove:

assert((string_concat "hello " "world") = "hello world") ;

Instead, the tools would produce a counterexample in which string concat yields an

arbitrary value. Fortunately, there are several decision and semi-decision procedures [77,

78] for strings that could be integrated into RADA to address this problem. In addition,
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some SMT solvers such as CVC4 have recently started supporting string constraints;

therefore, we believe we could integrate the ability to handle strings of SMT solvers into

RADA in the near future.

Some problems not solvable by our decision procedure. We present here some

typical examples of the problems not solvable by our work.

• Problems not solvable by SMT solvers after abstraction: The key idea of our

decision procedure is that we use catamorphisms to abstract away algebraic data

types to obtain a problem in decidable theories that SMT solvers can handle.

If the obtained problem after the abstraction process cannot be solved by SMT

solvers, the original problem also cannot be solvable by our decision procedure.

• Problems involving non-monotonic catamorphisms. For non-monotonic catamor-

phisms (e.g., the Id catamorphism that maps a tree into itself), the completeness of

our decision procedure is not guaranteed. The reason is that when non-monotonic

catamorphisms are unrolled, the number of tree candidates to satisfy all the dis-

equalities among tree terms is not increased, making it impossible to satisfy all

the constraints after a certain unrolling steps. On the other hand, theorem solvers

such as ACL2 [16] are very efficient for those types of problems as they have a

huge collection of heuristics for algebraic data types and for performing proofs by

induction automatically. Dafny [7] with its strong support for user-defined lemmas

also has the ability to work with more general recursive functions than ours.

• Problems involving data types other than inductive tree-like data structures. Our

catamorphism-based decision procedure has been designed for inductive tree-like

data structures because our catamorphisms require base and inductive cases. As

a result, our work cannot handle more general data structures, such as those that
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contain cycles. Those cyclic data structures, e.g., circular lists and doubly linked

lists, can be reasoned about by other work such as the sound and terminating

procedure by Chin et al. [79], which also allows user-defined recursive predicates to

reduce the verification conditions to standard theories. Although their work does

not guarantee completeness, the logic fragment that they can handle is expressive.

Although there are many avenues for future work and possible improvements in

algorithms for reasoning about complex data, our contributions represent a solid step

towards our goal of advancing the field of formal verification, broadening the set of

problems that can be solved formally with completeness guarantees. Together with

other increasingly efficient heuristic methods, we believe that formal verification can

play a central role in verifying the correctness of industrial-scale software systems.
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Appendix A

Glossary and Acronyms

Care has been taken in this thesis to minimize the use of jargon and acronyms, but

this cannot always be achieved. This appendix defines jargon terms in a glossary, and

contains a table of acronyms and their meaning.

A.1 Glossary

• Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) – A decision problem involving a com-

bination of theories expressed in first-order logic.

A.2 Acronyms

Table A.1: Acronyms

Acronym Meaning

SMT Satisfiability Modulo Theories

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Acronym Meaning

AC Associative-Commutative

PAC Parameterized Associative-Commutative

SAT Satisfiable

UNSAT Unsatisfiable
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